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CHAPTER 1 

THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF BLISS 

 

Breath of Life (BOL) is the practical application of the Harmonizing Principle. It is a 

system that enables you to cause emotional resolution with regard to any stressful 

situation, working at the feeling level. It enables you to relieve yourself from the burden 

of negativity that you have carried with you from suppressing emotions from any part of 

life.  

BOL is also a technique that enables you to cause a creative breakthrough with regards 

to any situation that you are dealing with in life. Once you learn how to use the BOL 

technique, you can use it by yourself anytime, anywhere, while engaging in any activity.  

BOL is a kinesthetic process; that means it is a feeling level system for eliminating 

negativity. All of the problems that you have in life come from your own negative 

contexts that interfere with your ability to have your ideal relationship to the things that 

are happening in your life. All negative contexts come from insisting that reality should 

be different from how it is.  

I’m sure you have noticed by now that reality is not the way it “should be”, reality is the 

way it is. And in order to eliminate the source of your distress so you can be more 

creative and at peace with your life, it is necessary to find a more useful relationship to 

the reality of your experience.  

BOL is a way to do that without engaging in a lot of mental head trips. You don’t need to 

have a cognitive understanding of what you are dealing with using the BOL process; you 

can do it entirely at the feeling level.  
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And one more thing, BOL is not about the past, it is about the present moment. All that 

matters about the past is what you are carrying with you now from the past. From past 

experiences, you do still have some traces of trauma or negativity that are left 

influencing you from the subconscious level, and influencing your feelings. These can 

have a profound impact on the way that you make your decisions, on your behavior, 

your habits, and on your feelings.  

All that matters is the feelings that you are carrying with you now, and you can get 

access to those best in the present moment. The analogy I like is that, if you pack a lunch 

and go on a hike, you don’t have to go back to the moment you put your lunch in the 

sack in order to eat your lunch. You get access to it best in the present moment; and the 

same thing is true of all of your emotions.  

So this is not a regressive process to take you back to your birth, or your early childhood, 

or really to anything. Quite the opposite, this is a process of coming more fully into the 

present moment than you usually have, and letting yourself feel the present moment 

more richly and honestly than you usually have been doing.   

 

MAXIMIZING YOUR ENJOYMENT OF THE PRESENT MOMENT  

BOL is really about maximizing your enjoyment of the present moment. And with that 

in mind, I would like to now, have you try a process. This is very simple; it’s a process of 

maximizing your enjoyment of the present moment.  

So I suggest that you close your eyes; notice what your body feels like, and notice that 

the present moment is indeed enjoyable at least to some extent.  

So focus in on the enjoyable quality of the present moment, and make up your mind to 

enjoy the moment even more.  

Really open up to the pleasure that’s available in the present moment, and enjoy it now, 

even more.  

And now enjoy it even more.  

Good, now double the amount that you’re enjoying the present moment.  

Now enjoy the present moment infinitely.  

Alright, now if you’re like most people, what happened for you at some point during that 

process, was that you reached the point where it seemed like no matter what you did, 

that’s just as much as you can enjoy the present moment. You reached what seems to be 

the limit to how much you can enjoy the present moment.  
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Well, what does that limit feel like? Or another way to put it is, what is it that is limiting 

your ability to enjoy the present moment? Whatever that limit is, that is something that 

you can focus on and have a vivid experience of, and find a new way of relating to that, 

so that you can expand your ability to enjoy the present moment to include whatever it 

was that was placing that limit there  

That is the essence of how BOL works. What you do is you find what feeling is limiting 

your ability to enjoy the present moment and you apply the BOL process to that feeling, 

so that you can include that feeling in what contributes to you; and you can expand your 

ability to enjoy the present moment.  

Now, doing that does more than simply make you happier in the present moment; it 

does do that. It does in fact, expand your ability to be happy; but it also has a profound 

effect on your mind. All of the feelings in your body that cause stress and limit your 

enjoyment, come about from insisting that something that you are contemplating, 

should be different from what it is.  

Any time you compare the reality of the present moment to what I call an “imaginary 

standard”, you create negativity. You create a withdrawal from the reality of your 

situation that creates the illusion of limitation, and reduces your creativity and your 

effectiveness. And it creates an unpleasant feeling in your body that limits your ability to 

enjoy the present moment.  

If you change your mind about that, the feeling that you have about it, will change at the 

same moment. But more important for understanding how BOL works---if you change 

your relationship to the feeling itself---that will change how your mind relates to the 

situation at hand. That change of relationship to what you’re dealing with---or that 

change of context---both resolves the emotion that you are having, and gives you a 

creative breakthrough.  

All creative breakthrough comes from shifting from a context in which you’re insisting 

that something should be different from how it is, to a context in which you’re focusing 

on what is there that you can use as a resource. This allows your natural creative process 

to flow, enabling you to find the solution based on what is there.  

And so, in every case, the result of BOL is embracing reality in a new and more useful 

way; and it is done entirely at the feeling level. And of course, all of this is contained 

within you. 

So BOL is about maximizing your enjoyment of the present moment, thus enabling you 

to find relief in any stressful situation. You might then ask, “How do you do that?”  
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The answer is through application of the skills that are known as the Five Elements of 

BOL. The Five Elements are the Harmonizing Principle in action.  

BOL is really one process, however, it can be best taught by describing it as five 

component skills, called, the Five Elements. The Five Elements are: 1) Circular 

Breathing, 2) Complete Relaxation, 3) Awareness in Detail. 4) Integration into Unity, 

and 5) Do Whatever You Do, Willingness is Enough. It’s important though, to realize 

that the Five Elements are not steps that you do sequentially. Instead you do them all 

simultaneously, because BOL is just one process, it’s not five separate processes.  

The Five Elements when used together, will give you the result called integration. It is so 

called, because you integrate something into your sense of well- being. Everyone has a 

sense that certain things contribute to their well-being. But, they also think that there 

are other things that also detract from their well-being.  

So BOL is about focusing on something that you think has been detracting from your 

well-being and by applying the process, you integrate that into your well-being, so that it 

is obvious to you that it does contribute to you. Doing that eliminates stress and all 

other forms of negativity at its source. It also calms and centers you, leaving you feeling 

more creative, and more effective.  

It‘s absolutely essential to realize that the Five Elements are skills; they are not just a 

model of what happens automatically in the BOL process. All of the Five Elements are 

skills that you have some degree of mastery over already, just because of your life 

experiences. At the same time, they are skills that you can keep getting better at forever. 

Again, this whole process is as simple as maximizing your enjoyment of each moment. 

In the course of doing that, anything that is standing between you and enjoying each 

moment infinitely, will come to your attention. And you can apply the process to that. 

The Five Elements then are ways of relating to the present moment.  

Every moment feels like something. Another way to put that is in every moment, there is 

some pattern of energy that is most prominent; so the Five Elements are:  

1. You breathe in the way that most enables you to have rapport with that feeling,  

2. You relax in the presence of the feeling, rather than taking action to make it go away.  

3. You tune the feeling in. It is asking for your attention, so you give it your attention.  

4. You find a way to accept the feeling as it is, rather than insisting that something else 

should be your present moment experience.  
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5. The 5th Element is that as long as you have the willingness to integrate, whatever 

your response to the feeling, is alright; everything leads to integration anyway. So you 

don’t have to do the first 4 Elements perfectly.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

CIRCULAR BREATHING 

 

The 1st Element of BOL is: Circular Breathing. 

Circular breathing is a very specific way of using your breathing to develop an energy 

level rapport with whatever feeling is coming up in the present moment.   

The breathing is not what causes the result in BOL. What causes the result is feeling the 

feeling that is there in an honest way, and finding a positive way of relating to having 

that feeling. That’s not to say that the breathing is not important. The breathing in fact, 

is very important; it puts the system on steroids!  

If you have never had a BOL session, and you have never experienced circular breathing, 

then it is a certainty that you won’t understand what the breathing does. I could explain 

it with perfect eloquence and I will guarantee that you don’t know what the breathing 

does without doing it. That being said I am going to carry on. 

The feelings that you have in your body---all of your emotions, and all of the physical 

sensations---come about because of the adjustments that happen in the subtle energy 

flows in your body. These energy flows are described best in Eastern physiological 

systems. In Indian systems they are called prana and apana. In Chinese energy 

systems, the energy is called chi. In Japanese it is called ki, and all through the Eastern 

part of the world, there are words for this energy. 
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It’s because of changes in the balance between the different kinds of energy that you feel 

the feelings that you do. Breathing is the most important regulator of the flow of this 

kind of energy. Prana travels through subtle channels in the body that are called nadis.  

The acupuncture meridians are the main vessels for that flow; but they branch out and 
every cell in your body is nourished by the subtle channels of prana. Prana travels to the 
cells of the body and nourishes them; and apana flows back to the source. 
 
Circular breathing sets up a condition in the body that is analogous to alternating 
current. On the inhale, prana flows to all the cells of the body; and on the completely 
relaxed exhale, all the apana flows back out again, thus completing the circuit. This is 
not how people usually breathe. 
 
The result of cycle after cycle of complete circuits of energy is that you can feel the flows 
of energy, including blocks in the flow of energy that are caused by previous 
suppression. This results in activation of old patterns of suppressed make-wrong and 
gives you a chance to integrate them. 
 
So again, prana is the life-force energy in the body; and apana is another kind of life-
force energy in the body. Prana is sort of what you feel like when you’re inspired. If 
you’ve ever eaten a huge dinner and you have sort of a dull, spaced out kind of feeling--- 
that’s caused by an excess of apana. For a while your body has to use more energy to 
handle the huge bulk of food than it’s deriving from the food. Eventually after a number 
of hours of digestion, or indigestion, as the case may be---eventually you will start 
deriving prana and energy from the food. 
 
Alcohol is an apana high, it over-balances you towards apana; and it takes away your 
ability to feel certain things. If you didn’t like what you were feeling before, then alcohol 
feels good. If you liked it, then alcohol feels somewhat less good than what you were 
feeling before. 
 
Circular breathing means any kind of breathing that fits the following three criteria: 

1. It means that the inhale and the exhale are connected together without any pauses any 

place. As soon as you complete the inhale, you abruptly relax, and let the exhale just 

flow out. When the exhale has gone as far as it will go, you immediately begin the next 

inhale. So there are no pauses. 

2. The second criterion is that the exhale is completely relaxed, and not controlled at all. 

So you don’t use any muscles to make the exhale take longer, or any muscles to try to 
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squeeze all the air out. As soon as the exhale has gone as far as it will go with relaxation 

alone, you immediately begin the next inhale.  

3. The third criterion is that either you breathe in and out through the nose, or you 

breathe in and out through the mouth. Either one of those works, but if you switch back 

and forth---if you inhale through the nose and exhale through the mouth or vice versa, it 

weakens the effect of the circular breathing quite a bit.  

Now, what is the effect of the circular breathing? The simplest way to explain it is that it 

gives you complete circuits of energy in your body in a way that enhances your 

awareness of the life force energy in your body.  

When you feel that, it will feel 99% wonderful and 1% weird. It feels wonderful because 

it fundamentally feels good to feel your aliveness.  In fact, whenever any experience is 

enjoyable, it is enjoyable because you feel your aliveness. On the other hand it feels 1% 

weird because when you have resisted feeling an emotion in the past, part of how you 

have resisted it is by reducing the flow of aliveness to the part of your body where that 

feeling is manifest.   

When you start doing circular breathing, the energy is enhanced in the part of the body 

where you have been resisting that feeling. It enhances the energy flow in your entire 

body, and that feels wonderful; and it also specifically enhances the feeling awareness of 

the feeling you have been suppressing, so that feels a little bit weird.   

You can use variables in the breathing to develop and maintain an energy level rapport 

with your own emotions. Doing so helps you to have reliable access to the feeling; it also 

helps you to find a positive and pleasurable way of relating to that feeling. 

Any kind of breathing that fits those three criteria will give you the BOL breathing effect 

of enhanced awareness of your feelings; and an enhanced awareness of the energy in 

your body.  

There are two what I call greater variables in how the breathing is done, and two lesser 

variables. I will explain how to adjust those during your session.  

The two greater variables are: the amount of air that you take with each inhalation, and 

the speed with which you take each inhalation. The way that the volume of air that you 

take with each breath affects your session, is analogous to how the volume control on 

your stereo affects your listening.  
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If you want the feelings in your body to be more intense for some reason, you simply 

take fuller inhales. That sends a larger amplitude of energy through the energy system in 

your body, and makes the feelings come up in a stronger way. On the other hand, you 

may feel like the feelings are coming up too strongly. In that case it is to your benefit to 

take smaller breaths for a while. That will reduce the level of intensity and make it easier 

to enjoy the feeling.  

The way that the speed works is only slightly more complex to explain. It turns out that 

breathing faster enhances your awareness of the overall pleasure of having energy in 

your body; while breathing slowly makes it easier to focus in on the specific details of 

whatever emotion is being activated.  

So if you are having an easy time enjoying the feeling that you are having, which means 

that you are applying the 4th Element especially well---then it is to your benefit to 

breathe slowly. Why? Because it will help you to have more detailed awareness of the 

feeling; and that gives you more efficient integration of that feeling.  

On the other hand, if you are caught in struggle with the feeling where it feels 

uncomfortable, or you wish it were different somehow, then it is to your benefit to speed 

your breathing up. That will give you an energy level enhancement of your awareness of 

the pleasure of being alive; and you can use that to your benefit in finding a positive way 

of relating to the feeling.  

The two lesser variables with the breathing, are whether you are breathing through the 

nose or through the mouth, and whether you are breathing primarily into the upper part 

of the lungs, or primarily into the lower part of the lungs.  

With nose and mouth it is very simple. Whichever one feels better is better. That is 

enough of an explanation for our purposes right now; you can do it either way. 

With breathing into the upper part of the lungs or the lower part of the lungs, what you 

do is notice where the strongest feeling is manifesting in your body. If it is in the upper 

part of your body, then you want to breathe primarily into the upper part of your lungs. 

If the feeling is manifesting primarily in the lower part of your body, then you will 

breathe primarily into the lower part of your lungs.  

You simply point the breathing at the feeling; you inhale at it, is one way to put that. 

One way that you can think about this, for coordinating the breathing with exploring the 

feeling, is you can imagine that the feeling that is coming up is the orifice through which 
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you are drawing the breath. Let’s say that you are working on integrating a headache. 

You could notice exactly where in your head the headache is, and imagine that you are 

pulling the inhale through that part of your head. That will help to coordinate the 

breathing with the exploration of the feeling.  

There are three combinations of the speed and the volume that is useful to know about. 

During a BOL session and indeed, in all of life, you will always be in one of three energy 

states. We call these three energy states bliss, unconsciousness, and discomfort. 

Bliss means that you are aware of what you are feeling and you are enjoying it. Slow full 

circular breathing is the best for developing a rapport with that feeling. 

Unconsciousness means that you have a feeling coming up, such as sleepiness as an 

example, which by its nature tends to take you away from awareness of your body. If you 

breathe fast and full, it will make it easier to stay focused on that feeling and to find a 

way to enjoy it, without actually falling asleep and discontinuing the process. 

Unconsciousness integrates just like any other feeling does. When you can feel the 

feeling of the unconsciousness in detail and find a positive way of relating to it, it 

integrates.  

With any kind of discomfort or pain, physical pain or emotional pain, fast and shallow 

circular breathing is the best. The shallowness will reduce the level of intensity; and the 

speed will give you an energy enhancement of your awareness of the pleasure of being 

alive, and make it easier to integrate the feeling 
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CHAPTER 3 

COMPLETE RELAXATION 

 
The 2nd Element is: Complete Relaxation.  

 
When a feeling starts coming up, you just relax in its’ presence. This is not the only 
possible way of relating to a feeling; in fact it’s not the way that most people relate to 
their feelings most of the time. 
 
An alternative way to relate to a feeling is to act the feeling out. If you are feeling angry, 
and you start screaming or yelling, and making people wrong, or beating on pillows, or 
kicking the dog, etc... None of that will ever produce emotional resolution.  
 
People often think that the opposite of suppressing an emotion is expressing it. Not so!! 
The opposite of suppressing an emotion is feeling it in detail and making peace with it. 
 
Often times, people use expressing an emotion as a way of suppressing it; anger is the 
best example of this. When people are not comfortable with their feelings of anger, what 
they will often try to do, is to blame others for them having that feeling. The yelling and 
screaming that they engage in is actually a way of diverting attention from their own 
feeling and for their own responsibility for the context that is causing that feeling. It 
actually suppresses the emotion. 
 
In BOL, you relax in the presence of the feeling, you focus in on the feeling, and find a 
way to hold it in a positive context. 
 
None of this is to say that there is anything wrong with expressing feelings. Expressing 
feelings is a good idea, because it allows the people that you’re relating with, to relate to 
you in an honest way. It means that you share your honest self with them; so it’s good 
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for the relationship. However, expressing a feeling, does not cause emotional resolution. 
 
There is another way that people have for relating to a feeling that I also do not 
recommend. That is using effort or struggle to hold the feeling down, or to be in denial 
about the feeling, to suppress the feeling, to pretend that it’s not there. 
 
The 2nd Element says that when the feeling comes up, you just simply relax in its’ 
presence; you focus on it and find a positive way of relating to it. 
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CHAPTER 4 

AWARENESS IN DETAIL 

 

The 3rd Element is: Awareness in Detail.  

Awareness in detail primarily means being aware of what you are feeling in the present 

moment. You can become aware of that in much more detail than you’re accustomed to; 

and I’m going to show you how to do that now.  

Process 

The first process is called Connecting with your inner body. 

Sit comfortably with your feet on the floor and your spine straight. Close your eyes and 

relax into your body as you direct your attention into your body. ---Feel it from within. 

Is it alive? Is there life in your hands, ---Your arms? --- Your legs? --- Your feet? ---in 

your abdomen? --- Your chest?  

Can you feel the subtle energy field that pervades your entire body and gives vibrant life 

to every organ and every cell? 

Can you feel it simultaneously in all parts of your body as a single field of energy? 

Keep focusing on the feeling of your inner body for a few moments. 

Do not start to think about it, FEEL it! 
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The more attention you give it, the clearer and stronger this feeling will become. It will 

feel as if every cell is becoming more alive. 

Pay more attention to the feeling than to any image or thought that may arise. 

The next process that I want you to do for developing skill with the 3rd element, is simply 

to notice that you can move your awareness around in your body. 

Process 

What I’d like for you to do, is focus your full awareness on your left foot. 

Feel your left foot in detail, give it your full attention. Notice details of what your foot 

feels like. And notice the most prominent sensation in your left foot. 

Now, I want you to notice that you can reduce the area that you are focusing on. 

Now give your full awareness to your left big toe. Place your consciousness in your left 

big toe, and notice details of what that feels like. Notice the most prominent sensation 

in your left big toe. 

You can also expand the area that you focus on in your body.  

Now give your full attention to your entire left leg. Feel your left leg all the way from 

your hip, down to your toes. Notice details in what your leg feels like. Notice the most 

prominent sensation that is there. 

Now expand your area of focus even more, so that you are feeling your entire body. 

Open up your feeling sense. If you go to a concert, you open up your hearing sense. In 

BOL, you open up your feeling sense. Feel your entire body and feel it in detail.  

Notice what feeling in your body is asking for the most attention right now. Focus in on 

that feeling. You can narrow your focus to exactly that feeling that is most prominent in 

this moment. What you’re doing right now, is one important aspect of the 3rd Element. 

Thank you, that’s the end of that process. 

An important principle of BOL is that we don’t do anything to try to bring up certain 

material; it isn’t necessary to do that. Simply through the process of maximizing your 

ability to enjoy the present moment, whatever is most interfering with your ability to 

enjoy the present moment will come up. 
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Doing it in this way is very organic and ecological for the way that the body processes 

feelings. It works enormously better than using the conscious mind to decide what 

you’re going to bring up in a session. BOL is always a process of surrendering in the 

present moment. It is not a process of using the conscious mind to impose your will on 

your body or your feelings. 

Process----Tuning in the feeling 

The next process that we are going to do will help you understand what I mean when I 

talk about “tuning in a feeling”. 

You know that you have a pattern of energy tuned in when you can notice subtle changes 

in it from moment to moment. There is no such thing as a feeling that doesn’t change 

from moment to moment.  

For this process, make a fist, to give you a pattern of energy. Hold it as steady as you 

can; focus on it and notice exactly what that feels like. Tune in to that pattern of energy 

in your fist. Tune in to it so well that you can notice subtle changes in it from moment to 

moment. 

You might notice subtle changes in the pressure--- you might feel your pulse--- you 

might notice that your feelings about your fist change. Just tune it in so that you can feel 

the subtle changes in it from moment to moment. 

When you have that experience, then you know what it’s like to tune in a pattern of 

energy. With anything that comes up in your session, that’s the thing to do; tune it in 

well enough to notice the subtle changes in it from moment to moment. 

You need to have a thorough experience of the feeling to integrate it. That is not at all 

the same as an intense experience of the feeling. By giving the feeling your full attention, 

it does not have to become intense.  

When I get to the section on the breathing, I will teach you how to adjust the level of 

intensity of the feelings to suit yourself. But it’s important to realize that a more intense 

experience does not give you more result. It just doesn’t work that way. 

What matters most is that you give your attention to the feeling that is asking for the 

most attention; and that is always the most prominent feeling. Simply give your 

attention to the feeling, and experience it thoroughly. And that is all that you need in 

order to have integration. 
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By coming into present time enough to notice the subtle changes, you have it tuned in 

ideally for integrating it.  

That’s the thing to do with each pattern of energy that comes up. 
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CHAPTER 5 

INTEGRATION 

 

The 4th Element of BOL is called Integration into Unity. 

The 4th Element is the skill of finding a positive way of relating to a feeling that you have 

always related to in a negative way in the past. It is the skill of embracing your most 

activated feeling. By embracing the feeling, I mean accepting it, allowing it to be as it is, 

rather than trying to control or change it, or avoid it. 

I use the word Unity in a specialized way. The word Unity, the way that I’m using it now, 

refers to a context in which you allow everything that you’re experiencing to be the way 

that it is, rather than insisting that it should be different somehow. 

You can change your relationship to anything, anytime you want to. The one freedom 

that you have that no one can ever take away from you is your freedom of thought. You 

can improve your relationship to anything, any time you want to. The 4th Element of 

BOL is the skill of doing that.  

No matter how traumatic anything was in the past, and no matter how much anything 

in your present might be different than how you intended for it to be; you can find a way 

of relating to it that allows you to derive benefit and pleasure from it being the way that 

it actually is. And this only involves changing your perspective about it. Everybody has 

done this. Everybody has had experiences that started off seeming bad that wound up 

being obviously good. 
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And so at some point they changed their relationship to the situation; they changed the 

context in which they held it. Most people, however, don’t think of that as being a skill. 

For most people, that seems to happen rather haphazardly. There are some things that 

they integrate into their sense of well-being; while there are other things that they 

always have felt bad about, and that they always have told themselves, have made their 

lives worse. 

It is enormously to your benefit to learn how to cause that change of context that allows 

you to embrace your life being the way it actually is. And it is entirely to your benefit to 

become determined to make that change of context with regards to everything in your 

life. 

In the course of teaching BOL to many thousands of people, and in the course of 

observing people when they were making successful changes of context, I have acquired 

a substantial list of methods that people use for shifting to a positive way of relating to 

things. I’m going to share a few of those methods with you now, actually, thirteen of 

them. I’m going to explain how to use each one. 

These techniques are tools. As an analogy, suppose you go to a hardware store and you 

buy a hammer, and you say to the hammer, “I’ve heard you can drive nails, let’s see you 

drive some nails!” It doesn’t work that way with a tool, the truth is that you drive the 

nails using the hammer. 

The truth is that you have to apply the technique, the technique will not do a thing for 

you. If you are waiting to see what BOL will do for you, it won’t do a thing, you have to 

use the tool. If you have intention to integrate, this is a technique for expressing your 

intention. Then you can integrate using this technique. If you don’t have the intention to 

integrate, you won’t. 

So I don’t recommend a let’s see if this works attitude about it. The right attitude to have 

is “I’m going to learn how to apply this.” It’s just like driving a car, you don’t have the 

attitude of “let’s see if this car will take me to the store.” That’s not how it works, you get 

in the car and you drive it there. The intention is required. 

The first method is: Find a way to enjoy it.  

Now, what I want to say about this method is that you don’t enjoy all enjoyable things in 

the same way. You don’t enjoy eating a spinach salad in the same way that you enjoy 

riding a bicycle. And in fact if you’re eating a spinach salad and you are trying to enjoy it 
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the same way you enjoy riding a bicycle, well you’re not going to get very much 

enjoyment that way. 

So when you have a feeling come up in your body during a BOL session that initially 

seems uncomfortable, you can find a way to enjoy it. But you’re not going to enjoy it in 

the same way that you enjoy taking a walk in the woods. You’re not going to enjoy that 

the same way you enjoy getting a massage. You need to find a way to enjoy it, and in 

every case you can do that. 

And if that technique doesn’t work for you, that’s fine, because I’m about to share with 

you seven others. 

The second technique I want to share with you, is: Compare it only to itself.  

Something can only be bad or uncomfortable, compared to something else. Something 

can only be bad or uncomfortable, compared to how it should be, or compared to some 

kind of imaginary standard. Compared only to itself, anything is fine.  

Perhaps you’ve even had some friends, who, if you were compare them to how a person 

ought to be, you wouldn’t like these people at all. But, if you just don’t do that, and you 

simply allow the person to be the way that he or she actually is, then you can find all 

sorts of good things about that person. And you may very well enjoy being in their 

presence. I know that I have some friends like that. 

So during a BOL session you might have some feelings that start off seeming 

uncomfortable. The thing to do then is to notice that it seems uncomfortable because 

you’re comparing it to how you usually feel, or how you would like to feel, or something 

like that. Let go of doing that, and compare the feeling only to itself. Compared only to 

itself, it’s just fine. 

The third method is: Be open to it making a contribution to you somehow. 

You may have some emotion come up in your session. Let’s say that you’re having a lot 

of sadness coming up. You may not, during the session, even know what you’re feeling 

sad about. It might just seem like sadness, and you may feel like crying. Well, even if you 

don’t know how that could contribute to you, if you are simply open to it contributing to 

you somehow; that will be enough to cause that feeling to integrate. 
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When it integrates, you will feel it transform. In the case of sadness, you will feel it 

transform into a deep sense of gratitude. You can feel the integration happen. And that 

integration will come about simply by your openness to it contributing to you somehow. 

The next 4th Element technique is: Surrender to the fact that it is the way it is, whether 

you like it or not. 

This one is a very important one. It’s important because it’s the most negative seeming 

context that works for causing integration. It’s the context that I call forced surrender. 

The way that the context of forced surrender works is you say to yourself, “This thing 

that I am experiencing, really is horrible, and it is the way it is, whether I like it or not.” 

And so you just surrender to it being the way that it is. Even if it’s going to be different 

or better five minutes from now, that doesn’t do you any good at all in this moment. In 

this moment, it just is the way it is.  

To the extent that you are unwilling to delude yourself about it, there is nothing for you 

to do but just surrender to it being the way that it is. Once you do that, you will get all of 

the benefits and pleasures that come from integration using any method. Even if other 

methods for causing integration seem more positive, this method is positive enough to 

give you all of the benefits that you are seeking. 

The next method is: Love yourself in the presence of the feelings that are coming up.  

Let’s say that you have anger or sadness, or possibly fear coming up in your session. 

Even if you don’t like that feeling, you can still have a sense of loving yourself, and 

having compassion for yourself while that feeling is going on. And if you do that, the 

feeling will integrate. 

A way that I like to put this, is that you love yourself and have compassion for yourself in 

the same way that if you had a close friend who is going through the same emotion. If 

you do that, the feeling will integrate into your sense of well-being. 

The next 4th Element technique is: Give all parts of yourself unconditional love. 

If you love a child unconditionally, it means you love that child, whether or not that 

child does what you want. Give this kind of love to yourself, including the parts of you 

that have been engaging in make-wrong, or that have been feeling strange or painful. 
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The next technique is: Extend unconditional love to all parts of your experience. 

Dedicate yourself to loving yourself every moment of your life 100%, no matter what. If 

you love everything that exists, merely because it exists, then you will integrate 

everything. 

The next 4th Element technique is: Cultivate a sense of fascination with it; notice that 

it’s at least interesting.  

Allow yourself to be very curious about the pattern of energy and fascinated by it. 

Fascination is a positive enough context to cause integration, and it has the added 

benefit of putting you in touch with the details of what you are feeling. 

The next 4th Element technique is: Notice that the feeling that you’re experiencing, is 

not infinitely bad, so be grateful that it’s as good as it is.  

I doubt that you’ve ever had an experience that was infinitely bad. If it isn’t infinitely 

bad, then it must be good to some extent. And if you simply focus on the extent to which 

it is good, that will give you integration. 

Another way to put this, is that no matter how bad a situation might seem, you can 

always be glad that it’s not worse. This one works for me, 100% of the time. I’ve noticed 

that no matter how bad something is, that I can be grateful that it’s not even worse. 

The next 4th Element technique is: Know that by feeling it, you are healing it. 

Know that you are feeling healing. Simply by letting the feeling come up in an honest 

way, you are doing the best thing that you possibly could in order to heal that feeling. 

Whatever you are feeling in your body---that is the healing process itself.  

The next method involves a simple process. What I would like you to do is to notice that 

you exist, and notice that you are grateful that you exist, at least to some extent. 

Allow yourself to expand your gratitude for your existence.  I’m not just talking about 

gratitude that you live in a nice place, or gratitude that you have such good friends. I 

mean gratitude that you exist to be experiencing anything at all, gratitude for the 

miracle that you exist. 

When you have that gratitude, you can simultaneously contemplate anything that you 

are experiencing, and simply allow your gratitude for your existence to expand to 

include that experience. 
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The next 4th Element technique, is simply to Make peace with everything that you’re 

experiencing.  

Even if it’s not the way that you prefer for it to be, even so, you can surrender to it being 

the way that it is, and make peace with it. You’ve done this many times in your life 

already.  

You’ve had experiences of perhaps, arguments with friends, where you decided that, 

even though you were never going to agree with your friend, and that even though the 

issue might be important; that none the less, you simply want to have peace with your 

friend. And so you simply make peace. You can do that with your own feelings, and with 

any situation in your life. So just make peace with everything. 

The next and last 4th Element technique is Just accept it as it is, without labeling it 

either good or bad.  

This will integrate anything that ever comes up just as well as enjoying it will. 

Each of these 4th Element techniques represents an energy connection you make within 

yourself. Even though they are stated in words, do not try to apply them during your 

session by saying them to yourself in words. Instead learn to make the energy 

connection by practicing, and then keep making the connection throughout your 

session.  

What you do with the 4th Element during a BOL session, is you expand your application 

of that 4th Element technique, to include whatever comes up in the session. The way you 

use the 4th Element during your session, is that before the session begins, you pre-select 

a positive context. You pre-select a positive context that has already worked for you in 

the past. Some of the ones that I just mentioned probably sound familiar in the sense 

that you have done something similar in the past. 

You might think that it’s odd to pre select a positive context for something when you 

don’t know what the content of the experience is going to be. But, people really do that 

all the time. 

Suppose someone came into a room with a “chip on his shoulder”. What that means is 

that he had pre-selected a negative context, and was just waiting to have a negative 

experience about whatever happens. On the other hand, being in love, is an example of a 

pre-selected positive context. When you’re in love with someone, you have a positive 

context for whatever you find out about them. Later on, it’s possible that you will have a 

negative context about some of those things. But when you’re in the stages of being in 
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love with someone, it means that you’ve already decided that you’re going to love 

whatever you find out about them. So people do that, and in BOL, we use that skill. 

You select before the session begins, one or more of the 4th Element techniques to hold 

your feelings in a context of acceptance. That will enable you to have a through 

experience of the sensations in your body as they are, without you doing anything to try 

to change them, or make them go away. That will in turn, allow integration to take place. 

You will feel these sensations transforming into your greater sense of well-being, and 

that feels wonderful!  

These 4th Element techniques can also be used on a 24/7 basis. In chapter 12 I will show 

you how to do that. 
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CHAPTER 6 

WILLINGNESS 

 
 
The 5th Element is: Do Whatever You Do---Willingness is Enough.  
 
Integration does not depend on you applying the first four Elements perfectly, it isn’t 
necessary. That’s because your mind and body want to integrate anyway. So in a certain 
sense, BOL is about getting out of the way of that process, and letting it happen. 
 

The pleasure and benefit available from an experience is there all the time. All that it 

takes is to take away the barrier of make-wrong that has been standing between you and 

the pleasure and benefit that is inherent in the experience. If you just punch a little hole 

in the make-wrong, you will get integration. If you get any place close at all to doing the 

first four Elements ‘right’ with something, you will have integration. Your willingness to 

integrate is what makes the most difference. 

The 5th Element, then, is about knowing that you don’t have to do it “right” in order to 

achieve integration. Knowing and trusting that, is a skill, albeit a paradoxical one. It is 

the skill of trusting that everything is evolving as it should be even if you are not in 

control.  

If you have the willingness to reach a point of emotional resolution, or another way to 

put that, a willingness to find a place of peace with whatever has been bothering you, 

that is really the only essential thing you need for getting the result. 
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If you have that willingness then the rest of it is just a matter of simple technique, and 

you don’t have to do the technique perfectly to get the result. 

There are really two skills to the 5th Element: 
 
One is the skill of increasing your willingness to change your way of relating to 
something when it’s to your benefit to do so. Now, people don’t always have that 
willingness. You have probably had some life experiences to show you that people don’t 
always have that willingness.  
 
Sometimes people would rather be right than be happy. I’m sure you’ve noticed that.  
Sometimes a person would rather continue to be superior to a person than forgive them. 
Or a person might prefer to continue cultivating their own “snob” mentality rather than 
enjoy the music that they are actually listening to. There’s countless examples of this. 
 
It’s important to realize, that whenever you’re insisting that something should be 
different from how it actually is, the result you get from that is a reduction of your own 
happiness.  
 
By changing your relationship to something so you accept it for being what it is, you will 
actually become more effective at getting what you want in the future. Being able to get 
what you want in the future is a very important skill of well-being.  
 
But, an even more important skill is the skill of being able to enjoy what you are actually 
experiencing in the present moment; and the two do go hand in hand. 
 
Sometimes people think that it’s their negativity that motivates them to be a good 
person, or to make positive changes. They think, for example, if they just make 
themselves wrong enough for being overweight, that is going to motivate them to lose 
weight. That’s a very poor way to go about it. In fact if that really worked well, then 
there would not be any overweight people. 
 
What actually happens is that when people make themselves wrong for being 
overweight, or for having any other problem, they have an uncomfortable feeling that 
primarily motivates them to try to get relief from the discomfort. And so, it is a common 
practice for people who are overweight to eat in order to suppress the negative feelings 
they have about being overweight. 
 
So, it is to your benefit in every case to find a positive way of relating to yourself and 
relating to your life situations. And so one skill of the 5th Element is that skill of 
cultivating the willingness to find a more positive relationship to whatever you are 
experiencing. 
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 The other skill of the 5th Element, is the skill of trusting; trusting that willingness alone 
is adequate to get you from the emotional state you’re in now to peace. 
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CHAPTER 7 

HOW TO BE AT PEACE WITH ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING! 

 
Again, this process is about harmonizing with the reality of your experience, whatever 
your experience is moment by moment.  
 
I just want to say that if you have a pet, you have direct access to quite possibly the 
greatest teacher in your life. Your pet has no sadness about the past, no frustration 
about the present and no fear about the future. He or she is always living in the present 
moment---and is in complete acceptance of whatever life has to offer---no make-wrong 
there! And furthermore, the love you receive, is totally unconditional with no strings 
attached. Pets are the living demonstration of the greatest teachings that life has to 
offer. My current Zen master is A tuxedo kitty named Frieda. 
 
In explaining the theory behind how it is possible to integrate and thus be in harmony 
with absolutely everything, the first idea I want to share with you is that existence itself 
is fundamentally valuable. People don’t always think about it that way. Sometimes 
people think that their own existence is valuable only when they are happy and getting 
what they want in life. 
 
I disagree, I think that to have even the potential of experiencing happiness, or of 

getting anything that you want, is of infinite value. Regardless of how you think you 

came to be---if you think you came about as a result of special creation by God, or 

through biological evolution, or from anything else---it is an absolute miracle that you 

exist.  

With any experience that you ever have, the most important thing about that is that you 

exist to be having the experience. People don’t always think of it that way; people are 

accustomed to existing, so they take that for granted. Yet, that is the most significant 

part of any experience that you have. If that same thing was happening and you didn’t 

exist to be experiencing it, it wouldn’t seem significant to you at all.   
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So why is it that people don’t go around continually blissing out on the miracle of their 

existence? I mean I realize that’s true, but why is it? The answer is because of make-

wrong; they are so busy insisting that reality should be different from what it is, that 

they don’t let themselves have the experience of benefit and pleasure that’s available in 

the experience that they’re actually having. That keeps them from having the moment to 

moment experience of the miracle of their own existence.  

All suffering is a result of make-wrong. In any moment you have the opportunity to be 

grateful that things are as good as they are, or at least that they’re not worse than they 

are. That is available in every single moment. It is only by insisting that things should be 

different from how they are, that suffering comes about. 

Even if you have the physical sensations of pain, whether or not you suffer from it, is a 

function of context.  

So suffering is a result of make-wrong. Make-wrong and suffering are things that 

happen in your mind and your body, and you are not your mind or your body. You can 

tell this is true because your mind is always changing, and your experience that you have 

a mind remains constant. So your mind is part of your experience, and you are the 

Experiencer of your mind. The mind and the Experiencer are very different from one 

another. 

There are two ways that everyone relates to time; one way is that the present moment is 

all that exists. Another is where the future and the past and the flow of time are 

considered to be real. They are called momentary time and linear time. 

The mind has both momentary time and linear time, but the Experiencer has only 

momentary time. You can tell this is true because even when your mind is 

contemplating the future or the past, you still have only a present moment experience of 

your mind doing that. All direct experience happens in momentary time, so the 

Experiencer has only momentary time. 

There is no direct experience in linear time; in linear time the present moment is void. 

By the time we receive data through any of our senses, the experience that originated the 

data has already become part of the past. 

I would like to illustrate this by having you do a little experiment with me: I’m going to 

ask you to describe to yourself what you are experiencing in this moment. Because this 
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domain of experiencing is right now, right now, right now, right now, right now, right 

now, etc.… Experience happens like that, doesn’t it? 

So describe to yourself what you’re experiencing right now. Do that right now; what are 

you experiencing right now? 

Okay stop, that’s enough data. You failed to do what I asked you to do if you really did 

the experiment. What you discovered is that you cannot describe what you are 

experiencing right now. Because by the time you stopped to describe it, it was not what 

you’re experiencing right now; it is what you were experiencing a moment ago.  

So if you actually did the experiment, you know now unequivocally that you cannot 

describe what you are experiencing; you can only describe what you were experiencing. 

And it’s worse than that. You didn’t only fail to describe what you are experiencing, you 

didn’t even describe what you were experiencing. Because what you were experiencing 

no longer exists as an experience. It’s disappeared as an experience, it is now a memory 

of an experience. 

The mind is able to make comparisons because of its’ linear time capabilities. When you 

compare two things, you have to shift back and forth between them, and while you are 

contemplating one, remember what the other one was like. Linear time is absolutely 

required for making any type of comparison. So the mind is capable of making 

comparisons and the Experiencer is not capable of doing that. 

Make-wrong in every case, is a comparison. It means you are comparing what you are 

actually experiencing, to an imaginary standard of how you think it should be, or how 

you wish it was, or something like that. So the mind is capable of make-wrong, and the 

Experiencer is absolutely incapable of making anything wrong, because it only has 

momentary time. 

In the absence of comparison, everything is experienced as perfect---and I’m not using 

the word perfect in any weird way. 

Perfect as defined in the dictionary, means having all the characteristics and 

components that normally pertain to a thing of its kind. How broadly or narrowly you 

define kind is a function of context. For example, how many legs does a perfect three-

legged dog have? It depends on what you compare it to; a perfect three-legged dog 

obviously has three legs. You could see that dog as incomplete; it is missing a leg. And 

yet, it’s a perfect what it is; it’s a perfect three-legged dog. If it had four legs, it would be 

a totally imperfect three-legged dog. 
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All phenomena is in the realm of “entertainment” for the Experiencer, the real you. Your 

mind and body are reading these words and contemplating their meaning. The 

Experiencer has no interaction with anything other than just experiencing it. 

The Experiencer can be thought of the space in which all manifestation occurs. 

Unity is the context in which everything is allowed to be perfect in its’ own right, rather 

compared to how it should be. Unity is the context in which things are allowed to be the 

way they are in the absence of comparison. It is the only context that is available to the 

Experiencer, and one of a virtual infinite number that is available to the mind. 

Why is this not the context the mind always chooses? Because of make-wrong! All other 

contexts available to the mind are a function of make-wrong.  

All of the stress, in fact, all of the unpleasantness that you experience with anything is a 

result of comparing it to an imaginary standard. The pleasure that you get in 

contemplating it is an inherent quality of the thing itself. The displeasure is not an 

inherent quality; it is a function of comparing it to how you think it should be. 

Integration, Unity, bliss and pleasure are your natural states---and in the absence of 

make-wrong, anything can be experienced as pleasurable. 

As an example, you could pick something totally ordinary and mundane, say a rock. 

Most everyone has had pleasurable experiences contemplating a rock. Do you remember 

the “pet rock’? If you tell yourself it ought to be a gold nugget, than you will be unhappy 

with your experience of your rock. But in the absence of any comparison, if you just let it 

be what it is---the truth is that there is no limit to how much pleasure you can get from 

contemplating it. 

Or you could just close your eyes and be in your space. There is pleasure inherent even 

in that; there is pleasure inherent in experience and existence itself. So suppose you are 

closing your eyes and going into your space; if you start listening to your nagging 

“mother” in your mind that’s telling you that you should be getting things done---then 

you can have all kind of displeasure just sitting there. But that displeasure is a result of 

comparing it to what you think you should be doing instead. The pleasure of just 

existing is inherent in sitting there. The displeasure of thinking you should be doing 

something else, is a function of comparison.  

This is true for the rock also. If you are panning for gold and you get a pan full of 

ordinary rocks, you will throw them out. But if you don’t do that---if you’re panning for 
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rocks, you will go “Wow, look at all these great rocks!” Pleasure is actually inherently 

available in any experience. Displeasure in every case, is a function of comparison to an 

imaginary standard. 

In truth, every experience is infinitely beneficial and infinitely pleasurable. You will only 

connect with that consciously if you allow yourself to. You can take something that is 

infinitely beneficial and pleasurable and make it wrong. Country western songs 

commonly make love wrong; many people make God wrong. You can make anything 

wrong; that is an eternal option that goes with having a mind. But in the absence of 

make-wrong, you can realize that you can get infinite benefit and pleasure from any 

experience.   

You don’t have to do anything to experience Unity, pleasure and bliss. You have to do 

something to not experience it---you have to put up a barrier of make wrong between 

you and the experience. That barrier effectively shuts out the pleasure and benefit that’s 

available in that experience. In the absence of make-wrong, all experience is 

pleasurable. 

You could say then, that the purpose of BOL is to expand the context of Unity in your 

mind to include more and more things---to increase your ability to enjoy things as they 

are---to be in harmony with the reality of your experience, whatever your experience is 

moment by moment---rather than insisting that it should be like some imaginary 

standard.  

You, your true self, is always in a state of Unity, whether you like it or not.  

A corollary to this is that, regardless of anything that exists in your reality, either you are 

enjoying it, or you are enjoying not enjoying it, or you are enjoying not enjoying not 

enjoying it. An example of enjoying something is easy---whatever any of your favorite 

pleasures are, you engage in them because you enjoy doing so. An example of enjoying 

not enjoying something is sharing with a co-worker, how bad and wrong your boss is; 

you are both enjoying making him wrong. An example of enjoying not enjoying not 

enjoying something is---suppose you reach a point in your life where you no longer 

enjoy having sex. Well, you’re probably not glad that you are not enjoying sex, however, 

you’re glad that you’re not glad that you’re not enjoying sex. And that’s as far as you 

need to go to get to the truth about your continual state of Unity. 

So you are always in a state of Unity. It’s all the Experiencer (your true self) knows; it is 

always in a state of Unity. It’s up to you and how you relate to things whether you enjoy 
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that or not. It is an opportunity that is available to you in every moment---to 

acknowledge and consciously experience the Unity that is always there. 

Therefore, there is nothing suppressed in anyone but suppressed bliss. We don’t often 

see it that way. We speak of suppressed fear, sadness and anger. But where did that fear, 

sadness or anger come from? It came from an experience that in truth, was infinitely 

beneficial and pleasurable---and then, finding fault with it---making it wrong for not 

being like what you had in your mind instead. Depending on how you made it wrong--- 

you got anger, sadness or fear or some combination of those. If you made that feeling 

wrong, you then suppressed it  

As soon as you have a BOL session and enhance the energy flow in your body, the anger, 

sadness or fear comes back to your attention. As soon as you’re with it in detail and 

allow it to be the way it is, it turns right back into bliss which it always has been. If you 

remove the comparison in your body, it turns right back into bliss. It is only the 

comparison that has separated you from that reality in the first place. So there is 

nothing suppressed in anyone, but suppressed bliss. So whatever comes up in your next 

session will be one of the infinite varieties of bliss. 

TRANSMUTING YOUR THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS 

Here again are the two Universal Principles that are the foundation of Breath of Life. 

The Resistance Principle: Resistance leads to persistence. If you try to resist or 

change something, it will become more solid. The only way to get rid of something is to 

just let it be. That doesn’t mean to ignore it. Ignoring is actually a form of rejection or 

resistance. To ignore stress, anxiety or anger is a very common way of trying to 

eliminate it. To let something be means to observe it, stay in touch with it, but make no 

effort to change it. 

The Harmonizing Principle: The re-creation of an experience makes the experience 

disappear. Re-experiencing something to completion disappears it. 

It is the Harmonizing Principle, the re-creation of an unwanted experience is what 
produces the result in my BOL process. It includes the realization that thoughts and 
feelings are the same thing perceived through two different internal senses; so every 
thought has a corresponding pattern of energy, a feeling in the body. 

You practice this principle by learning to watch your thoughts and to feel their 
corresponding patterns of energy (feelings) in your body.  
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Doing so gives you perfect access to the content of your subconscious mind, to the core 
of limiting beliefs that are unerringly producing results based on fear and limitation. It 
gives you access to the energetic (feeling level) component of your subconscious mind. 

If your conscious mind really knew what was going to solve your problems, the problems 
would be solved. Part of the nature of the conscious mind is that it doesn’t know what is 
in the subconscious mind; your body does know.  

So you become an impartial witness by listening to the voice in your head as often as you 
can. You want to pay particular attention to any repetitive thought patterns, the old 
endless loop recordings that have been playing in your head perhaps for many years. 

I must emphasize the importance of being an impartial observer of your thoughts. You 
don’t say, “Dummy, how could I do this?’ or “Anybody working for the boss I’ve got has 
got to be half nuts.” With any kind of blame, any kind of judgement---you’re in deep 
trouble, because you lock the energy in place in your body and you’re stuck with it. 

As you listen to your thoughts, you will begin to feel a conscious presence ---your deeper 
self ---underneath the thought. The thought then loses its power and quickly subsides 
because you are re-creating it instead of energizing it through identification with it. 

The same holds true when you are feeling with detailed awareness---by giving your total 
attention to whatever you are feeling most prominently in the moment. 

THE MIND & UPSET TAPES 

Whenever your mind wants to take you into an upset; there is the make-wrong thought, 
and there is its corresponding pattern of energy (the unpleasant feeling) in your body. 

You can discover that you can catch the feeling component by choosing to stay present. 
You can see that you have a choice; you can get sucked into your reactive mind 
(concept), or you can tune into the feeling in your body (experience). 

This creates the possibility for both an ah-ha and a ha-ha experience. 

You can literally watch your mind in its survival mode, and how it wants to take you into 
the story (endless loop recording), and away from the corresponding feeling in your 
body. You can observe how it will do everything it can to keep you in this reactive 
narrative. This is the ah-ha experience. 

Your feeling presence is death to the mind, because going with and making peace with 
the feeling, enables you to transmute both the upset narrative and the corresponding 
pattern of energy into the light of your true Self. 
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You have transformed what could have been a major upset into a joyful experience. You 
may end up laughing hilariously at the childish nature of your reactive mind. This is the 
ha-ha experience. 

Stopping and “counting to 10” has very little if any effectiveness when compared to re-
creating the feeling. All that is, is the effort to try and control or change something, 
which absolutely ensures its persistence. 

You cannot create real resolution by “thinking it through” either. The best that can 
happen is that the unresolved feelings will go back into suppression; you are still in the 
vicious circle. 

Re-creating your thoughts and feelings also puts you squarely in the present moment 
and gives you the opportunity to discover experientially that you are not your mind; you 
are not your thoughts and feelings and beliefs.  

You realize that all the things that truly matter---love, truth, beauty, joy, creative 
expression and inner peace---all arise from beyond the mind. 

You are stepping into your true nature as the Experiencer of your mind. Access to your 
true nature is available only in the present moment.  

Now, what you create is a function of the total perfection of the higher power within you. 
Here you have no limitations, nothing is impossible, and what you create will not have 
its’ polar opposite as creation from the mind has. When you see it and feel it and know it 
with total certainty, it is yours. 
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CHAPTER 8 

24/7 APPLICATIONS 

 

I’m sure you’ve noticed that I have made reference to guided BOL sessions in previous 

chapters. I will give a through explanation of coached sessions and why they are a good 

idea in the next chapter. For now, let me say that BOL can be applied in dedicated 

sessions (sessions are conducted on Skype) and also in day-to-day life. 

This chapter presents simple daily techniques for shifting any experience from a 

negative context to a positive context. The shift from a negative context to a positive 

context is called integration because something you had held in opposition to your well-

being you now integrate into your sense of well-being. 

All unpleasant emotions come from holding something in a negative context. There are 

two ways to cause emotional resolution. One is to integrate the situation you had the 

negative emotions about into your sense of well-being. The other is to integrate the 

emotion itself into your sense of well-being. If you make peace with your feelings about 

something then you will experience resolution of the emotions. The term “integration” 

refers to either one of these approaches. 

Every experience can be integrated. You can find ways to benefit from most anything; it 

is very much to your benefit to do so. 

Integration always requires that you cease blaming the content. As long as you tell 

yourself that your emotional discomfort is caused by the glass being half empty, you will 

not get to realizing that it is the context in which you have been holding the glass of 

water that has caused all your discomfort. 
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Everyone has a sense that certain things contribute to their well-being. But they also 

think that there are other things that also detract from their greater good. BOL is about 

focusing on something that you think has been detracting from your well-being and by 

applying the process, you integrate it so that it is obvious to you that it does contribute 

to you.  

Integration means experiencing a feeling honestly and embracing it fully. Integration is 

the opposite of suppression. When you hide from a feeling or try to make it go away, you 

are suppressing it. When you face the feeling squarely and accept it, you are integrating 

it. Integration is physical as well as mental. It makes you happier about being human. It 

also makes you markedly more effective at getting what you truly want from life.  

HOW TO SHIFT ANYTHING TO A POSITIVE CONTEXT 

1. Take out a sheet of paper and make a list of ten things you don’t like. Notice that 

when you contemplate them you get a feeling in your body that you don’t enjoy. 

2. This process consists of putting your list of things you’ve made wrong together 

with the following list of ways to shift to a positive context. Start with the first 

thing on your list and the first contextual shift on my list. Try out the contextual 

shift and see if the thing on your list integrates. Either it will or it won’t; either 

way is fine. 

3. If it does integrate then go to the next thing on your list and the next thing on my 

list and do it again. If it does not integrate then stay on the same item on your list 

but try the next technique on my list. And so on. 

The way you can tell if your item has integrated is by paying attention to your feelings 

about the item. As long as you have an unpleasant feeling about it, you are still making it 

wrong. If it has integrated, you will feel better when you contemplate the thing. 

For the purpose of this process, call it an integration if you feel the energy make a 

quantum leap in the direction of feeling good, even if some of your feelings about it still 

feel a little unresolved. 

Here is my list: 

16 WAYS TO SHIFT ANYTHING TO A POSITIVE CONTEXT 
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 1. Notice that what you are feeling is not infinitely bad. Be grateful it’s as good as it is.        

 2. Be grateful that the right thing is activated. 

 3. Surrender to the fact that it is the way it is, whether you like it or not.  

 4. Compare it only to itself.  

 5. Be open to it making a contribution to you, somehow.  

 6. Give all parts of yourself unconditional love.  

 7. Make peace with everything that you’re experiencing. 

 8. Know that by feeling it, you are healing it. 

 9. Be grateful for your ability to feel. 

10. Find a way to enjoy it. 

11. Acknowledge that it would be okay to lighten up about it. 

12. Honor it as a teacher. 

13. Love yourself in the presence of the feelings that are coming up.  

14. Extend unconditional love to all parts of your experience. 

15. Just accept it as it is, without labeling it either good or bad. 

16. Cultivate a sense of fascination with it – notice that it’s at least interesting. 

PROCESS - “CONNECTING WITH YOUR INNER BODY” 

Sit comfortably with your feet on the floor and your spine straight. Close your eyes and 

relax into your body as you direct your attention into your body. ---Feel it from within. 

Is it alive? Is there life in your hands, ---Your arms? --- Your legs? --- Your feet? ---in 

your abdomen? --- Your chest?  

Can you feel the subtle energy field that pervades your entire body and gives vibrant life 

to every organ and every cell? 

Can you feel it simultaneously in all parts of your body as a single field of energy? 

Keep focusing on the feeling of your inner body for a few moments. 

Do not start to think about it, FEEL it! 
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The more attention you give it, the clearer and stronger this feeling will become. It will 

feel as if every cell is becoming more alive. 

Pay more attention to the feeling than to any image or thought that may arise. 

If you cannot feel very much at this stage, pay attention to what you can feel. Maybe 

there’s a slight tingling in your hands or feet. That’s good enough for the moment. Just 

focus on the feeling. Your body is becoming alive. 

Now begin to search through your inner body for the most prominent feeling, and treat 

it like it’s asking for your attention, as though it is asking to be felt. Go into it and feel it. 

Imagine that you are tiny and your body is huge. You go to the part of your body that has 

the most prominent feeling, and be sort of like an explorer there. 

Whatever asks for the most attention, gets the most attention----notice sensations and 

emotions----what is your body doing in this moment? Notice what the mood of this 

moment feels like. Always stay in present time----moment by moment, keep tuning in to 

the details that make this moment different than the moment before---let each moment 

be unique. 

It is not necessary or useful to differentiate between physical sensations and emotional 

feelings. Even if the feeling has no name, that’s fine. You don’t need to have any 

cognitive understanding of what the feeling is about. Just notice where the feeling is, 

and focus on it. 

Let every nuance of sensation in your body be worthy of your attention, and worthy of 

your love. Be open to every feeling contributing to you somehow. 

Keep relaxing and keep exploring the feeling that’s there, and keep opening to the 

possibility that this feeling can contribute to you. Let every feeling be valuable and 

important. 

Tune the feeling in well enough to notice the subtle changes that are happening from 

moment to moment. 

Every nuance of sensation brings you into the present moment more. Let the present 

moment be the only moment there is; give yourself a vivid experience of the feeling that 

you’re having in the present moment. 
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You can choose your relationship to the feeling and the experience that you’re having 

right now. You can choose to relate to this feeling and to this experience in a positive 

way. Be open to the feeling contributing to you, and love yourself in the presence of the 

feeling. 

Let the feeling choose its’ own pathway through your body. You don’t need to control the 

feeling; the goal of this is not to make the feeling go away. The purpose of what we are 

doing here is to feel the feeling honestly, and find a positive way of relating to it. 

Keep surrendering to the feeling that’s there. Surrendering to the feeling means that you 

give it your attention, and that you cease resisting it. 

Cultivate a sense of fascination with the feeling. Notice that the feeling is at least 

interesting. You can trust your body with this process, and you can trust the process 

itself. Trust yourself with this feeling. 

Do not start to think about it, feel it! Keep your focus on this inner feeling for as long as 

it remains as the most prominent sensation in your body. When a new feeling arises and 

becomes the new strongest feeling, shift immediately and give it your total attention by 

feeling it with the same level of detailed awareness as you gave the first sensation. 

Honor it as a teacher; fully harmonize with the feeling. 

No matter how much you are aware of anything in detail, you can always become aware 

of it in even more detail. 

Notice your feelings about your feelings. For example, fear of anger is a feeling about a 

feeling. Embarrassment about sadness is a feeling about a feeling----so notice the feeling 

that is there, and also notice the feeling you have about that feeling. Let each moment 

surprise you. 

A DAILY BREATHING EXERCISE 

The foundation of BOL is a simple breathing exercise called Twenty Circular Breaths. 

You can do this exercise throughout the day, whenever you feel the need. However, it is 

recommended that for the first week you only do it once daily: 

1. Take four short breaths. 

2. Then take one long breath. 
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3. Pull the breaths in and out either through your nose or through your mouth. Either 

you breathe in and out through your nose, or you breathe in and out through your 

mouth.   

4. Do four sets of the five breaths, that is, four sets of four short breaths followed by one 

long breath without stopping, for a total of twenty breaths. 

Merge the inhale with the exhale so the breath is connected without any pauses. One 

inhale connected to one exhale equals one breath. All twenty breaths are connected in 

this manner so you have one series of twenty circular breaths with no pauses. 

Consciously pull the inhale in a relaxed manner and let go completely on the exhale 

using relaxation alone, while continuing to keep the inhale and exhale the same length. 

Use the short breaths to emphasize the connecting and merging of the inhale and the 

exhale into unbroken circles. 

Use the long breath to fill your lungs as completely as you comfortably can on the inhale, 

and to let go completely on the exhale. 

Breathe at a speed that feels natural for you. It is important that the breathing be free 

and natural and rhythmical, rather than forced or controlled. This is what enables you to 

breathe prana as well as air. 

Since most of us have developed bad breathing habits you might experience some 

physical sensations, such as lightheadedness or tingling sensations in your hands or 

elsewhere. If you will tune these feelings in and be at peace with them, you will notice 

that the sensations may change and become less overwhelming, and more generative of 

healing. This indicates that you are learning about breathing consciously and are getting 

direct benefits in your body. 

Daily practice of this exercise will teach you more about breathing than you have ever 

learned in your entire life. If you wish to accelerate the process, contact me and schedule 

a series of one- to two-hour guided sessions, either on Skype or in person. 

A five minute video demonstration of Twenty Circular Breaths can be found here: 

http://bobfrissell.com/20breaths.php 

http://bobfrissell.com/20breaths.php
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HOW TO USE THESE TECHNIQUES IN YOUR DAILY LIFE 

Cultivate the skill of pre-selecting and cultivating a positive context. Each morning you 

can pick out your favorite one of these contextual shifts and use it throughout the day. It 

is best to pick, in addition, two or three of the other techniques to use as backups, in 

case something that comes up doesn’t integrate with the main one you’re using that day. 

With the main one along with your backups, and your willingness to integrate all the 

day’s events, you are certain to have a great day! 

Listen to this one: Suppose that you had a recent driving experience that activated a 

little bit of “road rage” in you. You were driving on a two lane road where the speed limit 

was 50mph, and the driver directly in front of you was going 20 mph---in a no passing 

zone. You did not handle the situation well---not well at all! You knew you would be late 

for work and it was all this persons fault! Your day was not off to a good start, and it had 

the potential to dramatically slide downhill from there. 

Would it surprise you to discover that you can actually enjoy yourself, or at least remain 

neutral in the midst of a usual stress-provoking situation? If you take advantage of this 

simple trick, you'll feel calm and centered---and you'll also decrease a stress hormone 

called cortisol. Overexposure to cortisol can wreak havoc on your health and sense of 

well-being. 

I would like you to write down from my list of 4th Element techniques, three ways that 

being stuck behind this slow driver could possibly contribute to you---things like 

noticing that the situation is not infinitely bad, and that you could be grateful that it's as 

good as it is. After all, this person could be going 10 mph! Another one is just 

surrendering to the fact that it is the way it is, whether you like it or not. Or you could 

acknowledge that it would be okay to lighten up about it! 

Yes this extremely slow driver is still there, right in front of you. However, being willing 

to see the glass as half full opens you up to a possible hidden solution that your 

resistance was concealing. You could use this as an opportunity to listen to some 

soothing music, and just sit back and relax. And who knows---maybe this “geek” driver 

was actually doing you a favor---there is the possibility that this situation may have 

saved you from the unpleasantness of a speeding ticket. Considering that a highway 

patrol car was up ahead, just waiting for someone like you to go speeding by, there’s 

reason for gratitude here.  

You could also use this as an opportunity to just watch your reactive mind and observe 

how it is really very much like a small child---ready to throw a temper tantrum for not 

getting its’ way. You could learn a great deal by just watching, rather than acting out the 

instructions that your “mechanical mind” is giving you. You will begin to notice that it’s 
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really just an endless loop recording---you’ve heard this message many times before, 

and you have usually reacted to it with a “headless chicken” routine. You might even 

begin to see this as humorous.   

Most people act as though they believe that if they just make the situation wrong 

enough, that it will somehow magically clear up. And that's simply not true. You are only 

greatly increasing your level of distress, and giving yourself more of what you are 

fighting! Once you take charge, your "stress management" becomes a lifestyle altering 

system; your personal handbook for transforming suffering into bliss! 

By changing your relationship to the situation at hand---so that you accept it being what 

it is, or at least allow it to be as it is---you will discover that it is possible to benefit from, 

and to even enjoy what you are actually experiencing in the present moment---no matter 

what the circumstances are! 

Here is another one: You have a built in "guidance system" that when honored, allows 

you to generate emotional resolution in every stressful situation---even when you're 

struggling with the feeling of not having enough time. It might seem as though time 

pressure is what's causing your distress, but it’s actually the "feeling" of not having 

enough time that is the real culprit---it’s the actual sensation in your body that feels 

unpleasant as a direct result of the make-wrong context that you are holding the 

situation in. And that feeling brings on stress, anxiety, frustration and a sense of being 

overwhelmed. 

The inability to appropriately and healthfully address such negative emotions is the 

primary cause of today’s burgeoning stress epidemic. Your body is your internal 

barometer, continually giving you perfectly accurate feedback regarding your state of 

emotional well-being. Your body is trying to tell you, "Stay Present, tune me in and feel 

me"! And you might think, "I don't want to feel my pain, it will consume me"! Yet, your 

internal guidance system knows better! It knows that by changing your relationship to 

the situation at hand---so that you accept it being what it is, the power of your 

"Presence" will dissolve the unpleasant feeling, allowing you to feel better fast. It knows 

that by shining the “light” of your internal guidance system on the feeling, you are 

transmuting the “darkness” within you into the "light" of your conscious awareness. It is 

the same principle exactly as turning on a light in a previously darkened room. Darkness 

cannot survive in the presence of light; the light transmutes the darkness into itself. It is 

as if your distress becomes fuel for the flame of your consciousness, which then burns 

more brightly as a result. 

My BOL System allows you to calm and center yourself, enabling you to be with your 

current situation in much more useful ways! 
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What I have given you here are tools; the nature of tools is that they really don’t do 

anything. You do the work using the tool. A saw won’t saw wood for you; you saw the 

wood using the saw as a tool. If you don’t have the intention to saw the wood, the saw 

will be of no use to you. The same is true for these techniques. If you don’t have the 

intention to shift to a positive context, these techniques won’t shift it for you. If you do 

intend to shift contexts, you can use these to accomplish that. 

These are shallow processes compared to a BOL session. Your feelings about anything 

are complex. A BOL session will allow you to integrate all of that complexity because 

each component of the feeling will come up for you to integrate it. Each integration will 

activate the next pattern of energy. As long as anything feels out of harmony you keep 

going. You know a BOL session is complete when everything feels good. 

A logical question for you to ask at this point is: “Will reading and understanding this 

information, along with daily use of these exercises give me enough information to 

enable me to do a session on my own?” The answer is yes and no. It will give you all the 

information you need, but information is not all you need. 

The reason that I recommend sessions is similar to the reasons why you would want to 

get lessons if you wanted to learn how to play the violin. You could, probably, learn to 

play the instrument by yourself just from an instruction book, and from having some 

music. But you’re going to gain mastery over the instrument much faster if you have an 

experienced teacher. 

There is no actual danger involved in trying to give yourself a session without my 

coaching. You couldn’t harm yourself with BOL if you tried. The worst thing that could 

happen is that you would become acutely aware of suppressed feelings and then feel 

stuck with them, unable to integrate them. Such an experience wouldn’t hurt you but it 

might make you uncomfortable, for a few hours or at most a few days. If you get a 

guided session with me, you are unlikely to experience uncomfortable feelings for more 

than a few minutes---if at all. 
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CHAPTER 9 

BOL Sessions 

 

You owe it to yourself to get a Breath of Life session, to experience for yourself the skill 

of creating, presence, joy and inner peace! You are ready to start, right now. Not one 

thing needs to change first in you or in your life before you get started. If your mind says 

to you, “You’re not ready yet,” that is the same part of your mind that suppresses your 

feelings and tells you that you are limited in other ways, too. Put that part of your mind 

in its place.  

Guided sessions take you on a wondrous journey of self-discovery, down to the core of 

your very Being. I give sessions on Skype, so distance from me is never a problem. 

Sessions with me are more than just sessions; in addition, they are lessons in how to use 

the process by yourself. 

Your first session will be an amazing experience; you will permanently resolve emotions 

that have been causing you problems. You will feel your own individual spirit vividly. 

And you will start on your path of mastering the BOL technique. 

Your first step will be learning the internal skill of integrating emotions; I will teach this 

to you by leading you through a series of experiential exercises.  

With private sessions you will have the benefit of complete privacy, my undivided 

attention, and a presentation individually tailored to suit you personally. I provide two 

different main categories of service: education and facilitation. I teach you the skills of 

BOL and continue helping you develop your skills in every session.  

I also coach you through your sessions. You will get vastly more from your sessions 

because of the coaching I give you, particularly in the beginning. I can see when you go 

out of any of the Five Elements. I will say or do things to support that Element. Having 

me watch from the outside will enable you to go much further in your session, and get 

far more benefit.  
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For example, during your session, you try to stay focused on the sensations in your body 

without going off into your mind too much. Even very skillful practitioners drift off into 

thoughts and images from time to time and have to pull themselves back to focus on 

their feelings. Even when you’re skillful, it still takes you a little time to realize that you 

have gone out of your body. I can recognize the very moment you go off into thoughts, 

and then remind you to come back. This is just one example, related to the Third 

Element. I can recognize when you stray from any one of The Five Elements. 

The Economy of BOL 

BOL is not really very expensive when you consider the benefits. Doing BOL is cheaper 

than not doing BOL, especially when you consider that up to 90% of all doctor visits are 

for stress-related health problems. The most expensive things in the world are your own 

make-wrongs, suppression and negativity; they are the source of all the distress in your 

life. If you consider the money alone, BOL will probably save you thousands of dollars 

over the years in medical bills. After a few sessions you will be able to use BOL on your 

own without assistance and will not have to invest any more money. I suspect you’ll find 

that BOL is a better value for your money than anything else in the world! 

WHAT SESSIONS MIGHT BE LIKE FOR YOU  

You will have your own unique experience with BOL, substantially different from the 

experience of anyone else and substantially different from what I tell you here. In this 

section I am going to attempt to explain a few kinds of experiences that occur 

frequently.  

You will probably meet me for the first time when you meet me on Skype or in person 

for your first session. The first few minutes might simply be getting to know one 

another, a chance for both of us to ask each other a few questions and become 

comfortable with each other. 

I will then begin teaching you the internal skills. We will then spend a little time on each 

one of The Five Elements, also with experiential exercises and probably with 

explanations, as well. The Five Elements are: 1) Circular Breathing, 2) Complete 

Relaxation, 3) Awareness in Detail 4) Integration into Unity, 5) Do whatever you do, 

willingness is enough 

I will teach Circular Breathing in the first session. This will involve a demonstration by 

me and a chance for you to try it. Depending on various factors, you might learn a lot of 

detail about the breathing in your first session, or just the basics.  
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The educational part of your first session will probably take about 30-45 minutes. Like 

everything else about BOL, this could be either longer or shorter. I will make sure that 

you understand enough to embark on what could be the most amazing experience of 

your life. 

The BOL Session 

You will then position yourself comfortably, and you will close your eyes. I will offer you 

suggestions, probably recommending that you begin with some slow full Circular 

Breathing.  

The first few minutes of your first session will probably involve getting used to the 

breathing and the enhanced energy-flow in your body. Some people are very surprised 

when they start feeling the energy, others less so. Some people experience some initial 

difficulty with the breathing; other people find it comfortable and natural from the very 

beginning. I remember vividly my first time, and will be sensitive to your needs. 

Within a few minutes, patterns of energy will start emerging and I will guide you into 

exploring and integrating these. The sensations could be like anything! They might seem 

familiar or they might seem totally weird. Words fail to describe this experience, but we 

use words anyway. Your first pattern of energy could feel like an emotion---sadness for 

example. It could be like sleepiness. It could be an itching sensation, or a tingling 

sensation. You might suddenly start feeling very warm or cold. Some physical pain in 

your body might start to stand out more than usual. Or you might not have any of that, 

and I will simply guide you into focusing on ordinary physical sensations in your body, 

to help you open your feeling awareness. 

Sometimes in the first session, one sensation comes up early and lasts for the entire 

session. More often, the feeling that comes up first will only last for a few minutes before 

it integrates. Integration feels different at different times. Sometimes integrations are 

very dramatic, with a huge release of energy and an astonishing insight or outburst of 

laughter. Other times they are very subtle and it will only seem like some other 

sensation starts to predominate. Do not concern yourself with whether or not you have 

integrated, but instead just keep focusing on whatever feeling is strongest in the present 

moment.  

The next sensation that comes up might seem related to the first one or it might seem 

completely different. Again, don’t worry about that; just stay with the feeling. During the 

course of your session, many, many different sensations might come up and move all 

around your body.  
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I will observe you very closely during your session; I will be watching, listening and 

sensing. Sometimes I will know what you are experiencing in surprising detail, and 

other times not. I do not need to know the content of your experience in order to coach 

you, but only how you are responding to your experience. All I need to know is whether 

you are staying in all Five Elements, and which one of the five is weakest for you at the 

moment.  

I will guide you, to help you stay in The Five Elements. The suggestions I offer might be 

for a change in the breathing rhythm, a reminder to focus your attention on your feeling 

awareness, a reminder to make peace with the feeling that you are experiencing, or 

something else. Throughout your session you will always be able to talk with me to share 

something or ask something, although most of the time you will do better to just stay in 

the Five Elements instead of talking. The suggestions I offer you are only suggestions, 

and you can always choose to follow the advice or not; although usually you will get the 

best results by taking my suggestions. 

As the session progresses, you will experience layer after layer of suppression 

disappearing. You will begin to get a feeling of the vastness of yourself, and to view this 

vastness with reverence and humility.  

COMPLETION  

Whatever has been interfering with your ability to fully enjoy your aliveness comes to 

your attention, sensation-by-sensation, and is transformed; it is integrated. After some 

period of time, usually from 75 to 90 minutes, you will reach the point of completion for 

the session— the magical moment when there is no more block against enjoyment and 

you feel the profound joy of aliveness itself.  

Every session has its own natural point of completion, when everything has been 

integrated. You might think you are complete for your session before I think so. Trust 

me, you will get much better results from your session if you go all the way through to 

completion. 

Your session is complete when all of the following criteria are met: 

1. A satisfactory amount of suppressed material came up and was integrated. 

2. Everything that was activated was integrated. (This simply means that you feel 

wonderful)  

3. Both you and I agree that the first two criteria were met. 
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If you are feeling disorientated or uncomfortable then your session is not yet complete. 

If you are feeling good, energized, and relaxed, then your session is complete.  

A peculiar paradox about completion is that when you feel like you could happily keep 

going forever, then your session is complete. When you feel an urge to stop, your session 

is not complete.  

When your session is complete, you will have the opportunity to talk with me about your 

session. I might give you a homework assignment to complete before your next 

appointment. This homework may include trying some of the 24/7 aspects of BOL 

before you come back next time.  

SCHEDULING SESSIONS  

Most people like to get sessions once a week, although you might prefer either more 

often or less often. Most people like to have their appointments at the same time on the 

same day of the week each time, but that may not be good for you for some reason. I 

recommend that you not go more than three weeks between sessions; because if you do, 

you will start to get out of practice with the internal skill and you will have a harder time 

learning to master the process.  

When you go for your second session you will probably expect it to be something like 

your first session, but it won’t be. No two sessions will ever be alike because once you 

integrate something it won’t come up in your sessions again. Each pattern of energy 

feels quite different to tune into. The range of feelings that comes up in your sessions is 

absolutely astonishing! 

Almost everyone integrates a lot of material in the first session and then integrates more 

and more material faster and faster as the sessions progress. Every session will begin 

with a lesson to help you to further develop your skill with the process. At the end of 

each session you will probably feel better than you ever did before. 

THE PERMANENCE OF RESULTS  

In general, whatever gets integrated in a completed session stays integrated forever, 

although make wrong is an eternal option that goes with having a mind. Nonetheless, 

not all your make-wrongs will get integrated in one session or even in several sessions. 

The bad news is that, if you are like most people, you have thousands of make-wrongs 

suppressed in your subconscious mind. The good news is two-fold: 1) every integration 

feels wonderful; and, 2) every integration makes the next integration easier.  
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NUMBER OF ASSISTED SESSIONS 

I recommend that you get at least ten sessions from me. The reason for ten sessions is 

that it is enough for you to get a good idea of what the process is and how it applies to 

various types of suppressed material.  

Self-BOL Sessions 

Your goal should be to become competent at producing the results by yourself. If you 

have not yet developed that ability at the end of ten sessions, then get more guided 

sessions. Some people learn to do self-BOL sessions faster and some learn to do it 

slower. I generally tell people to expect to need between five and fifteen sessions to learn 

to do consistently excellent self-BOL. Everyone can learn to give themselves self-BOL 

sessions and I am committed to teaching you how.  

Even when you are very happy coming to me for sessions, you still need to learn self-

BOL. There are two very important reasons for this. The more obvious reason is that you 

simply cannot have me with you all the time. If you get upset about something, you don’t 

want to wait until you can get a session with me. The less obvious reason is even more 

important. Some sensations, especially those related to loneliness, will come up more 

readily for you when you are by yourself than when you are with me. Integrating these 

feelings of loneliness is essential to developing autonomy, not only with Breath of Life, 

but in life in general. 
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CHAPTER 10 

A FINAL WORD ABOUT MAKE-WRONG 

 

I have shown you that whenever you make anything wrong, from an energy standpoint--

- you lock the energy up tight---and where you lock it is always in the same place, in 

your physical body. Judge anything, judge anybody, and what you end up doing is 

creating extraordinary energy blocks in your body which you carry around as pain.  

Then as I have also pointed out, in the absence of a reliable technique for effectively 

dealing with the root cause, you and I will do everything we can to distract and distance 

ourselves from the unpleasant bodily sensations. Again, it’s called suppression and it 

leads to compulsive behavior and harmful addictions. See chapter 2 for the details. 

It’s unfortunate that our society has a tremendous investment in and has taught us well 

to judge virtually everything in life. We are taught literally that you cannot go through 

life unless you evaluate, judge, and analyze everything that happens to you. 

Unfortunately, the truth is exactly the opposite. Not only is it the opposite but the very 

act of judging is so counterproductive, that you cannot get on with your life when you do 

it, it is a total block. 

Since suppression along with going for quick fix symptom masking solutions don’t even 

begin to solve the problem, the only real solution is eliminating the root cause of your 

distress---making peace with the make-wrong and transmuting the energy into your 

sense of well-being. What I have given you are tools to help you get to the source of your 

distress so you can effectively integrate it. At first, some of these remedies might seem 

like positive thinking and not much else. Positive thinking does have some benefits---it 

is better than negative thinking---but it does not address the critical problem of the 

corresponding unpleasant bodily sensations (feelings) that accompany a negative 

thought. So ultimately positive thinking is about as effective as putting a rug over a hole 
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in the floor in your living room. It just leads to more denial and suppression of those 

unwanted feelings. It can cause a lot of accidents too! 

What sets BOL apart from positive thinking is the 3rd Element, Awareness in Detail. It is 

the combination then of that, along with applying a 4th Element technique that produces 

the result. So you change your relationship to the feeling---you stop making it wrong by 

holding the sensation in a context of acceptance---and that along with feeling it with 

detailed awareness, enables you to transmute (integrate) the feeling into your sense of 

well-being. Take the 3rd Element out and you are left with positive thinking. 

When you apply the 24/7 exercises you will find an enhanced ability to remain calm and 

centered in former stress causing situations. You will still however, find yourself getting 

caught up in make-wrong and thus creating more stress---just less often. Now, however, 

instead of symptom masking quick fixes or just plain suppression, you have proven tools 

for effectively eliminating the source of the problem, thus restoring you to feeling 

centered and tranquil. You will also find yourself taking your make-wrongs less 

seriously; you will not be as intimately identified with them as you previously have been. 

Remember too that the 5 Elements are skills. That means that with practice and 

intention, you can and will keep getting better at them forever.  
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CHAPTER 11 

DIVINE MANIFESTATION 

INTRODUCTION 

In my spiritual research, I have discovered that our consciousness is really an 

individualized energy field---a force of concentrated spiritual energy. And if you are not 

enjoying abundance in all respects, it simply means that the vibrations within your 

energy field are out of tune. When these vibrations are raised to the proper tone and 

pitch, consciousness becomes harmonically balanced and wholeness and well-being are 

present in your life and affairs. 

By way of illustration, think of the frequency within each energy field as similar to the 

strings on a harp, with each string corresponding to a particular principle in the creation 

of form in the physical world. When each string, so to speak, is vibrating at the correct 

frequency, the consciousness is harmonious and clear, and visible forms and 

experiences are created out of invisible substance. I call this activity of creation “The 

Science of Manifestation.” 

I have discovered the importance of being in tune with your Higher Self, your 

connection to Source. In practicing the presence of the One Spirit within you, you draw 

forth the Christ Consciousness within you into your thinking and feeling nature. And 

under this Divine Authority your consciousness begins to exercise its will to choose that 

which will be expressed in your life. Whatever is chosen or decreed by this Christ 

Consciousness is automatically accepted by the subjective mind and registered as a 

sense or feeling of have. 
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This is all a simultaneous action, where consciousness anticipates every possible need in 

the physical world, chooses divine fulfillment, accepts it---and through acceptance, 

expresses the conviction of having it. And it is through this knowledge of have that you 

accept fulfillment as a present reality---you can see with such intensity of imagination 

and love that the “normal” time-frame for visible manifestation is greatly reduced. 

With the understanding that what can be seen in your mind’s eye is a NOW experience, 

the activity of the law (spiritual mind action) is automatically called into play, and the 

invisible substance begins to take shape as the particular form, situation or experience 

desired. What has happened in this imaging phase of the process is that your spiritual 

mind has said in effect, “I see fulfillment, therefore, it is done!” And this declaration of 

consciousness has signaled the action of your Higher Self to take over and complete the 

process. 

At this point, consciousness moves into a surrender mode---a letting go---of the will of 

the Higher Power to do its perfect work. And since spiritual consciousness KNOWS only 

the highest good, the greatest good is now coming into visibility, there is a joyous feeling 

of gratitude as you move into action on the physical plane. 

Words cannot properly describe the synchronous activity of spiritual consciousness as it 

processes thoughts and ideas and brings them forth into visible manifestation. However, 

by isolating the basic principles of the process---and by then incorporating them into a 

treatment sequence---you can with creative efficiency and effectiveness, bring your 

dreams into reality. 

Here are the ten principles of The Science of Manifestation process 

1. The Principle of Intunement. 
2. The Principle of Choice. 
3, The Principle of Acceptance. 
4, The Principle of Have. 
5. The Principle of Visualization. 
6. The Principle of Love. 
7. The Principle of the Spoken Word. 
8. The Principle of Surrender. 
9. The Principle of Gratitude. 
10.The Principle of Action. 
 

I have worked with these principles in my own life and have taught the process to a 

number of people. It is obvious to me that you can demonstrate the fulfillment of 
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essentially any true desire---if you choose to do so and will work with the principles on a 

daily basis. 

In order to manifest your true desires, it is necessary to eliminate the consciousness of 

need! And that’s what you’re going to do by working with the ten step manifestation 

process. 

After you review each step in the process, I ask that you prepare for the spiritual 

treatment that follows by listing your heart’s desires---those things, situations and 

experiences that you want to manifest in your life NOW. Once your list is complete, go 

to a quiet place and begin the spiritual treatment---and work with the treatment each 

day until you see results. 

STEP NO.1: THE PRINCIPLE OF INTUNEMENT 

This principle is based on opening your heart and mind to your spiritual nature. It is 

tuning into that Presence and Power of your Higher Self within you. It is recognizing 

that the Presence and Power of God is within you, individualized as you. Let’s spend 

some time with this particular step, because without it, you will be operating strictly on 

mind power---you will be giving yourself a mental treatment rather than a spiritual 

treatment, and the results will be dramatically different. 

The Spirit of God is omnipresent, it is all knowing, all loving, all powerful. This 

Universal Spirit began to individualize itself as you and me even before we came forth as 

distinct units of consciousness. Think about it. In order for you to be, to exist, Infinite 

Oneness had to conceive of you, and this focus of you, on you, as you was the beginning 

of the individualizing process, out of which you came into being. 

As God contemplated Himself as you, a state of consciousness was expressed, or pressed 

out.. An individualized energy field of consciousness appeared. Now remember what the 

word consciousness means---it’s awareness, understanding and knowledge. And that 

original state of consciousness that you had was a Super consciousness! Which means a 

Super-awareness, a Super-understanding, and a Super-knowledge of God! 

Now when you are super-aware of something---when you have super---knowledge of 

something---that “Something” literally becomes your consciousness. The thinker and 

thought become one. So in truth, the reality of you is God knowing Himself as God, God 

knowing Himself as you, and you knowing yourself as God. This Trinity of Knowingness 

becomes one in consciousness, the Master Consciousness of the Master Self within you. 

So in truth, each one of us is a living, moving, walking, talking, rainbow-colored energy 
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field of God. And within that energy field is everything we could possibly desire---not 

only for this life---but for all eternity. We have the Kingdom---NOW! 

Then why am I not living a perfect life? If this pure vibration of Divine Consciousness is 

manifesting as an eternal condition of well-being within me, how can I ever experience 

lack of any kind? 

If God is living in me now. Why am I nor living as God? 

And the answer is---we have not opened the door of our thinking mind and feeling 

nature. That Master Self within is knocking right now, but for many of us, the door is 

closed, and all that Super-consciousness of Mastery is for naught. 

How do we open the door? Let’s go back to the definition of consciousness. Remember, 

it’s awareness, understanding and knowledge. And it’s the key to opening the door to 

this secret place. Try this experiment with me. Close your eyes and visualize a red rose. 

Can you see that red rose? Of course you can---you can see it because it has been 

brought into your consciousness awareness. You are now aware of the red rose, 

therefore you are conscious of it. Now think of that Christ Self, the Spirit of God within 

you, around you, and through you, occupying the same space that you do. To get the full 

impact of this awareness, you have to feel it---so think of this idea for a moment 

“There is a Super-consciousness of God within me now. It is the Master Self that I AM in 

truth, the N\Master Consciousness that I AM. And it is closer than breathing, nearer 

than hands and feet. I look within and sense this all-knowing Mind, and I feel the 

Presence of Love in my heart.” 

Do you see what you are doing? You are becoming more aware of your True Nature, the 

Higher Self within you. You are fanning the Divine Spark of spiritual awareness deep 

within you into a living flame of Truth. Understand that the more you are consciously 

aware of your God Self, the more that Self fills your consciousness. And the greater your 

consciousness is of your Higher Self, the greater your understanding of It will be. And 

the greater your understanding, the greater your knowledge, and knowledge is power! 

In the process of the expanding consciousness, you literally take on the attributes of 

your Super-consciousness. You literally become that which you are conscious of! 

This is why it is so important to spend time daily in meditation---in contemplative 

meditation where you ponder and reflect upon, and think about, and consider fully the 

wholeness and completeness of that Master Self you are in truth---knowing that through 
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that contemplation you are drawing the Presence of God right into your consciousness. 

And with this infilling, your consciousness becomes cause to your world. You are no 

longer just an effect---with the Christ Consciousness within you, you become Cause. And 

truly, all things are possible.           

 

STEP NO.2: THE PRINCIPLE OF CHOICE 

This principle says you must focus your thoughts on what you really want in your life. 

You must choose the things, circumstances, situations or experiences that you deeply 

desire---knowing that “desire” is the first step in the action cycle. Without desire, 

nothing happens. Without desire, the Universe and the planet on which we live would 

not have been created. Without desire, you would not exist. Where do desires come 

from? Desires come forth as an activity of your Higher Self, stirring you up to realize 

that it wants to do more for you through you. When you want something that cannot 

hurt anyone else, and will bring good into your life, it is your Higher Self tugging at your 

heart’s door---trying to get your attention.  

First get the thought of what you want as clear as you can, and then make a list of what 

you want and put it in writing. Understand what you are doing in this choosing process-

--you are taking a close look at your life, and you’re finding all the soft spots, all the 

imperfections---you’re determining what it is that will make your life totally fulfilled at 

this time. And by choosing what you really want, and knowing that you have the power 

to bring it into manifestation, and then by doing so, you are building a new model of 

reality in your life. 

Once you begin to exercise dominion in your life by choosing, the Spirit within you will 

begin to speak to you through your intuition, guiding you to choose ever greater 

experiences, or showing you something better from the vantage point of higher vision. 

But you must make the first move. You must make the choice---and then follow the 

manifestation process all the way through the action step as though your path was 

illuminated by the wisdom of Spirit every inch of the way. 

If you begin the process by tuning into your Higher Consciousness, you will find it 

difficult to make mistakes or take a wrong turn---even if the choice you made was not in 

your best interest. Once you make a choice as God’s expression, and stay in tune with 

that Christ Vibration within, Spirit will literally go before you to straighten out the 

crooked places in the road and will keep you on safe ground. 
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When you make a choice---and through the activity of that decision making---you bring 

yourself into alignment with the vision of your Higher Self. So don’t be afraid to choose, 

or make a decision. Decide what you want and go after it! 

Many people also get confused about the choosing process, thinking that if God has 

already given them everything---if they are already complete and whole---why do they 

have to choose? And the answer is this: All the good that God has for us has already 

been given to the Reality within us, our Higher Self. So in truth, we do have everything 

right now, but we have to claim it! In essence, we are choosing the spiritual equivalent 

for that which we desire in physical form---and when we choose it, the spiritual 

equivalent moves into the manifestation chamber where it becomes the mental 

equivalent of the physical form or experience. Everything is stepped down from the 

spiritual plane to the mental plane, and then proceeds out into the physical world to 

appear in material form. 

 

.STEP NO.3: THE PRINCIPLE OF ACCEPTANCE 

Simply stated, this principle means that you cannot have the fulfillment of your desires 

without acceptance. When you choose something, the spiritual equivalent will move into 

the subjective area of the mind, but unless you accept it right then, it will leave and 

return to the higher realms of consciousness. A spiritual equivalent does not stay where 

it is not welcomed and accepted. 

So you accept the increased income, the new job, the new car, the new house, the new 

relationship. Once you choose what you want, you accept the thing or experience 

mentally and with the fullness of your feeling nature. You must be prepared to accept 

your good physically. 

 

STEP NO.4: THE PRINCIPLE OF HAVE 

When you accept something, you have it even if what you accept is still in invisible form. 

If you have a need and Spirit gives you fulfillment of that nee---and you accept---your 

consciousness will begin to shift from a sense of need to a sense of have. The fulfillment 

is yours even before you see it in visible form or experience.  And when you have 
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something as part of your consciousness, you can “I AM” it with affirmative statements 

and thoughts. 

For example, if you choose and accept an all=sufficiency of supply, the pattern of that 

divine idea is established in mind. Therefore in truth, you have the abundant supply, 

and you make it a reality in consciousness by personalizing it: 

“I am rich! I am the lavish abundance of the Universe individualized. All that Spirit has 

is mine, and my prosperity is assured. I am now filled and thrilled with the 

consciousness of abundance and plenty.” 

Do you see that an affirmation at this step becomes an acknowledgement?  You’re 

simply stating that which is absolutely true, rather than trying to convince the 

subconscious of something you hope will be true at some future date. By working with 

the principle of have, you’re working in the now, and that’s where the activity of God 

always is. 

As Joel Goldsmith has written---“By acknowledging that we have, we shall demonstrate 

have.” That’s why this step is so important in moving away from a sense of need, 

because as you know, a consciousness of need simply creates more need. And affirming 

out of a consciousness of need is like pouring water into a bucket with a hole in the 

bottom. 

 

 

STEP NO.4: THE PRINCIPLE OF VISUALIZATION 

When you use the imaging powers of your mind, you are working as God works. In fact, 

through the power of creative visualization, you are in the closest proximity to the 

activity of God-mind. We are constantly photographing upon the invisible substance the 

pictures that are creating our future conditions. This silent photographer of the soul is 

the executive power called imagination. Through imagination we have the power to 

change misfortune into favorable conditions, sickness into health, and unhappiness into 

joyousness. 

I am using the word “visualization” rather than imagination because I am talking about 

controlled mental picturing. To some people, imagination is like day-dreaming---and 
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while day---dreaming does have its place, it does not have the power and thrust of vivid 

mental pictures that have been scripted, produced and directed in your mind, with you 

in the starring role. With this kind of disciplined mental production, you can truly mold 

conditions and shape events.  

When you visualize, be sure to see yourself having the fulfillment of your desires in the 

present moment. Always work in the now. Also keep in mind that you must not outline 

how your good is to come to you, or just how your desires are going to be fulfilled. See 

yourself doing, being, having and enjoying your good as an accomplished fact. If you 

want a new car, see yourself having and driving and enjoying that new car. Remember, it 

is yours now! 

And be sure to add color, dimension and sound to your mental movie. See the beauty of 

your imaged environment---watch the movement of the people and bring in life and 

dimension to their activities---listen as your friends congratulate you on your radiant 

health---or on your new success and prosperity. What you see is what you get, so create 

a masterpiece for yourself, knowing that what you see in mind, you are creating. 

A good way to sharpen your practice of creative visualization is to write out the scenario 

just as you would like to see it on the screen of your mind. Then as you read these word 

pictures, the images take shape as you see and hear and feel the total fulfillment of your 

desires. 

Remember too that every scene, every picture, every character, every situation in your 

play must be totally positive. Do not allow one single negative aspect to enter your mind 

during the process. Always see the best, always image from your highest vision. 

 

 

STEP NO.5: THE PRINCIPLE OF LOVE 

While you are visualizing your good, be sure to love what you see. Generate that warm 

and beautiful feeling of love and let it radiate through the images in your mind. 

Remember that love energy is the most powerful force in the Universe. It is the power 

behind the whole thrust of creation. 
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Substance is the reality of everything visible---the divine idea underlying all visible 

manifestation. And when you consciously radiate the energy of love---when you, with 

purpose of thought, send forth the currents of love through your mental pictures---when 

you love what you see with deep feeling, you are propelling substance and giving it a 

clear path to follow as it moves into your world to become form and experience. 

Substance is the raw material out of which everything visible is formed, and love is the 

animating force that forms it. 

When you love what you see with all your heart, your mental images will stand out with 

clarity and will become real to you. Through the love vibration, you unite the conscious, 

subconscious and superconscious phases of your mind, and you truly embody the 

pattern that represents the fulfillment of your desire. Love power will help you to realize 

the truth of that which you are seeking---and this realization must, by law, outpicture 

itself in your world. As above, so below. As within, so without. 

 

STEP NO.7: THE PRINCIPLE OF THE SPOKEN WORD 

God made man by the power of HIS word, and man is a co-creator with God using that 

same power. Most of us do not realize the power of the spoken word. Every word we 

speak causes a vibration in the Universal energy field, and the effect of that vibration 

will return to us in direct accordance with the nature of the word. It is impossible for 

your words to return to you void!  

In the manifestation process, it is the spoken word of faith that acknowledges the action 

of Spirit. It is the closure to your active part in the treatment sequence. Through your 

words, you let your good come forth, and you firmly declare that it is done! It is knowing 

that you have done your part, and it is calling in the energy of faith now to stand guard 

at the door of consciousness---to keep the door open for the outpouring of substance on 

the wings of love. 

When the faith faculty is called into action through the use of the spoken word, it 

becomes the foundation of your belief system. It takes the words “it is done”, and 

responds triumphantly, “and it is so!” This holy helper will then stay on the job to keep 

the channel open. 
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 And too, the activity of the faith center causes a chain reaction in the other power 

centers---giving you even greater authority to shape events and create new experiences 

in your life. 

 

STEP NO.8: THE PRINCIPLE OF SURRENDER 

In this step, we let go and let God do His perfect work in bringing forth the fulfillment of 

our desires. It means that we are totally willing to accept the way and the truth and the 

light of our Higher Self---which is always so much more than we could possibly 

conceive. 

Your Higher Self desires to give you so much more than what you have asked for---so 

much more joy, peace, beauty---a perfect body rather than just relief from pain and 

sickness---an ideal relationship rather than one that will soon fade away. When we 

surrender to the One Spirit within us, we are surrendering to a greater good and a 

higher degree of happiness than we have ever known. 

At this point in the process, we release our desires, our pictures, our willfulness, our 

mind, our body, our all. We turn everything over to the Master Consciousness within 

and let each and every detail of our lives be perfected by the Divine Vision, Power and 

Action. We get out of the way of the Divine Circuits, and we let God be God! So how will 

we really know if we’ve truly surrendered? By the total lack of concern, anxiety and 

outside pressure in our consciousness. This negative energy will have been replaced by 

the positive vibrations of joy, confidence, and we will find ourselves beginning to live by 

a state of grace. 

One day I was meditating on the idea of grace, and the thoughts that came forth from 

within said that the first seven steps of the manifestation process are simply the 

momentum steps---much like building pressure in a boiler---that these steps are 

necessary to develop thrust to move us from a third dimensional vibration up to a fourth 

dimensional frequency. 

Now there are two ways of “letting go and letting God.” One way is to turn everything 

over to God while manifesting the same state of consciousness that produced the 

problem in the first place. This is like saying, “Prosper me, heal me, but you’ve got to 

work around me and do it without my help.” Well, you know it doesn’t work that way. 

But it does work when you let go and let God work through your uplifted thinking and 
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feeling natures. It does work when you surrender to your Higher Self within after you 

have done your part in raising your consciousness. And that is when you begin to live 

under grace, which is the love of God in action, where cosmic law works on a higher 

frequency to dissolve every negative appearance and make all things new. 

 

STEP NO.9: THE PRINCIPLE OF GRATITUDE 

 

This step represents a joyful heart filled with praise and thanksgiving---a sense and 

feeling of gratitude because you know that your problems are solved and your needs are 

met. Always remember that your desires are first fulfilled in consciousness, and then 

they come forth in the outer world clothed with materiality---so the secret of this step is 

to be thankful while your good is still invisible! You cannot wait until you possess the 

visible form to express your gratitude or you will delay the entire process---or perhaps 

cancel it out altogether. 

Once you have surrendered to the good will of God in step 8, everything is “GO” from 

that moment on The Universal creative system is in operation and the activity of Spirit is 

moving in divine order. But to be in tune with all the channels that God has selected for 

your good, there must be a deep feeling of gratitude in your heart. Gratitude releases a a 

dynamic current of spiritual energy to go before you to exert a mighty influence in your 

world. It not only eliminates negative patterns in the subconscious caused by 

ingratitude, but it literally forms a connecting link---a bridge---between you and every 

possible source of good in your life. 

Through a feeling of gratitude and praise for the Master Consciousness within you, you 

put yourself in alignment with all the riches of the Universe. 

 STEP NO.10: THE PRINCIPLE OF ACTION 

After you complete your spiritual treatment, you must move into action. If you just sit 

around waiting for God to drop your good in your lap, He will show you many new ways 

to sit---because the Law works through you according to your activity in the now! 

 While you’re doing your spiritual work, you’ve also got to use common sense. You’ve got 

to follow through with the action that is indicated to you---through your intuition and 
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hunches. You’ve got to make some definite move in order to position yourself to receive 

your good. 

When you complete your spiritual treatments, you must move out into your world to do 

that which is before you to do to the very best of your ability, always listening to that 

inner feeling for guidance. If you are out of work, take the first thing that comes to you--

-while continuing to work spiritually for your true place. If you’re out of money, find a 

way to earn some, and do the best you can---while you’re working on a prosperity 

consciousness. 

Remember that God always meets you on the level where you are in consciousness, 

which means that regardless of where you are in your spiritual development, God can 

and will meet your needs. But you also have to play your part as a co-creator. And the 

greater the sense of separation from the Spirit of God within, the greater the activity on 

the physical plane must be---with each action dedicated to pleasing your God-Self. For 

example, if you are still filled with fear and doubt, even after your spiritual treatment, 

then get as active as you can and as quickly as you can. Begin to clean the house, yard, 

car, or office as it has never been cleaned before---or complete that project that you’ve 

been putting off, and do it to the best of your ability. Once you’ve completed this initial 

work, turn within and ask your Higher Self. “What would you like for me to do now?’ 

The thought will flash into your mind, and you must follow the instructions to the letter. 

Through these activities and the expenditure of physical energy, you will find burdens 

dropping from your shoulders and a sense of peace entering your coconsciousness.   

Through your actions, you will not only have eliminated your fears, but also the cause of 

your fears. When this happens, your intuitive facility will open again and the hunches, 

the inner feelings, and the guidance will come forth to lead you in the direction that God 

wants you to go. And follow each lead, thinking of each one as a vital link in a chain 

reaction that will result in the total fulfillment of your desires. 

Step out into action today---do what needs to be done. And soon you will find Spirit 

working through you to perform all that is appointed for you to do---you will live your 

life as a beholder of God in action---and you will create Heaven on Earth. 
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CHAPTER 12 

A SPIRITUAL TREATMENT FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF YOUR 
DESIRES 

In the spiritual treatment of the manifestation process, please keep in mind that the 

secret of success is in the sequence, because each step sets the stage in consciousness for 

the one that follows. You tune into the presence within and take on the spiritual 

vibration. You choose that which is your heart’s desire, knowing that the reason you 

have this desire is because the Presence is wanting it through you---so you are choosing 

that which your Higher Self has already chosen for you.  And then you accept the gift---

and by accepting it mentally and emotionally, you have it, and the mental equivalent for 

it, is formed in consciousness. By seeing it in visible form and experience through 

creative visualization, you are clearing the channels of any opposing views. And by 

loving what you see, you are focusing the flow of divine energy through your 

consciousness. By speaking the word that it is done, you are taking an act of faith that 

acknowledges the action of Spirit---and at this point the mighty currents are working in 

and through you to turn everything over to the Master Consciousness within. Now the 

very energy of God flows through a consciousness of like vibration. With deep feeling 

you express your gratitude and move forward with a tremendous sense of poise and 

confidence as you take the appropriate action in your world. 

Through this particular spiritual treatment you are duplicating the automatic activity of 

Christ Consciousness in a step-by=step process. And as you learn to manifest the 

fulfillment of your desires and become more proficient with the treatment, you will find 

that your consciousness will expand to where the entire process is accomplished 

independently of your thinking. 

Sit up straight in a comfortable chair and relax completely. Take several deep breaths to 

clear your mind, and let go of all pressing thoughts and concerns. Be aware of your 

breathing and breathe in peace and breathe out all negative energy. 

Now with your mind and emotional nature, begin to sense and feel the presence of God 

that is all around you and within you. Contemplate this Body of Light, this all-knowing 
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Mind, this Heart of infinite Love that occupies the same space as you do. Let this joyful 

consciousness Spirit fill your consciousness with Itself, and feel the dynamic Power as 

your mental and emotional natures begin to pulsate to that spiritual vibration. You are 

now aware of your Higher Self, the Spirit of God within you, and the Presence speaks: 

“I will never leave you nor forsake you. I am with you always, for you are my expression, 

the light of my Light. I have fulfilled myself as you, and I have given myself to you. All 

that I am, you are, for you are my expression. 

“I am all that you can conceive of me to be---your supply, your health, your work, your 

relationships, your protection, your all. I ask only that you abide in me and look to me as 

your all-sufficiency, knowing that I withhold nothing from you. 

“Now choose that which you desire in my name, the name of I AM.” 

Say to yourself silently: 

“I am God in expression. God is as me now, and the True Self of me has assumed its 

rightful position on the throne of my heart, for the feeling of love tells me so. I now have 

the power of dominion. I am a co-creator with God. I now have divine authority to 

manifest the fulfillment of my desires, and I use my power rightly and wisely.” 

In your mind see a white screen, and on this screen, see the words “I choose”---with 

lines following after the word “choose” as if on a ruled tablet. Now fill in the blank 

spaces after the words “I choose”---in your own handwriting. Simply imagine that you 

are writing on the inner tablet of mind the choices for this particular time in your life. 

After you have mentally written your desires, go back and focus on each word with great 

clarity. See each word very clearly and let the words become deeply impressed in your 

mind. 

Now say to yourself silently: 

“I accept fulfillment of this desire now. With all my mind, with all my heart, with all my 

soul, I accept this fulfillment now---and I feel the spiritual idea representing fulfillment 

entering my consciousness. It is the idea of completion, and it has moved into my feeling 

nature. Its vibration is warm and pleasant, and I love the feeling. I accept all the good 

that God has for me now! 

“Because I have accepted the fulfillment of my desire, I now have it. I now have the 

object of my desire. I no longer need what I formerly desired, because I now have it! And 

I love the feeling of having! It feels so good! Through this knowledge of have, I know 

that I AM that which I desire. I AM abundance! I AM radiant perfection! I AM the ideal 

relationship! I AM the all-sufficiency! I AM the total fulfillment of every desire!”  

Now in your mind’s eye look at the white screen again, and on the blank screen, begin to 

play your mental movie See yourself doing, being, having and enjoying your good in 

overflowing measure. See yourself being joyous, happy, loving and free. Add color, 

sound and dimension. Etch deeply every detail in consciousness, knowing that what you 
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are seeing is NOW---the present time---and not a point in the future. See the best that 

you can conceive. Lift up your vision and image the highest and most fulfilling scenes 

that you can produce in your mind. Feel the excitement of seeing your desire already 

fulfilled. It’s so wonderful! See it! Feel it! Know it! 

With your mind focused on those beautiful images, begin to let all the love you can feel 

in your heart pour out. Love those images of fulfillment! Say to yourself: 

“Oh how I love what I see. I love the joyous expressions and the happy scenes. I love 

doing what I love to do. I love being what I want to be. I love having what I want to have. 

I love the picture of total fulfillment that I am now seeing in my mind and feeling in my 

heart!” 

After several minutes of visioning your fulfillment, close the curtain on the screen of 

your mind and turn within to the Presence, letting the feeling of that presence enter 

your heart. Say to yourself aloud, if possible: 

“Nothing is too good for me to have or experience, so in the name and through the 

power of my Master Self, I speak the word. I let there be total fulfillment now!  I let all 

the good that God has for me come forth into manifestation here and now. I let the 

Spirit of God work in and through me to meet every need, solve every problem, and 

appear as the fulfillment of every desire. My faith in the loving givingness of God is 

mighty, and my good does now come forth into visible form and experience. My ALL 

GOOD does now come forth by the power of my word! IT IS DONE! And it is so!” 

And silently: 

“I now totally and completely surrender to the activity of God, the only power at work in 

my life. I let go and let God be God. I let go and let God do His perfect work in and 

through me. 

“My Father within, I completely surrender now to youer Good Will. I know that even in 

my highest vision I cannot behold the fullness of the glory that You have planned for me 

since the beginning. So I release my needs, desires, images and will to You, and I am 

willing to accept my highest and greatest good now. I know that by releasing everything 

to you, the whole creative system of the Universe is in instant action in my life and 

affairs. And I KNOW that only that which is good, beautiful, perfect, abundant, peaceful, 

and joyful is now flowing forth into manifestation in my world. 

Thank you Father, for this new life of love and light. Thank you Father, for total 

fulfillment now. My heart overflows with gratitude and joy. My cup runneth over and I 

am so very thankful! Praise God! Praise God! Praise God!” 

(Rest for a period in silence.) 

“I now move into action in my world as a co-creator with God, always listening to the 

inner Guide, and doing that which is in front of me to do to the very best of my ability.” 
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CHAPTER 13 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

 1. Should I include more than one desire at a time in using the spiritual treatment? 

Answer: Only if the fulfillment as seen during the visualization stage can easily 

incorporate a number of choices. For example, if you are working for increased income, 

a new home and a new car, these particular desires can be seen with great clarity in your 

visioning because of their association. However, if you are treating to harmonize a 

relationship in addition to manifesting an abundance of money---you should follow the 

process for each one independently. Another point to consider: how many desires or 

choices can you work comfortably with at one time? 

2. Should I treat each day for the same desire? 

Answer: Once you have completed the manifestation process with great feeling, you’ve 

done your part---and the only reason to go back and treat again for the same thing 

would be if you had a downward shift in consciousness regarding thre fulfillment of that 

particular desire. When this happens it means that a link in the manifestation chain has 

broken--- and your job is to repair that break. To do this, sit quietly and backtrack from 

Step No. 10, going back through each step until you pick up a negative feeling or 

vibration in your solar plexus. This is telling you that some repair work will be necessary 

at this stage in the process. For instance, let’s say you treated for increased income on 

Monday, and when you completed the sequence, you were totally assured that the 

increased income would appear “quickly and in peace.” But by Thursday you began to 

feel a sense of anxiety. The moment this uneasiness appears, go to a quiet place and ask 

yourself: 

 Have I taken appropriate action as a co-creator with God? 

 Have I expressed a deep feeling of joy and gratitude? 
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 Have I surrendered EVERYTHING to God? 

 Can I truly say “It is done!” with great faith? 

 Have I maintained a feeling of intense love in seeing the fulfillment of my desires? 

 Was there great clarity in my mental pictures---can I really see the fulfillment that I 
desire? 

 Do I have my good right now even though it is not yet visible? 

 Have I accepted my goodwill with my mind and my heart? 

 

You backtrack only as far as Step No. 2, because once you choose, you don’t have to 
choose again. But somewhere along the line, you’ll feel a “dip”---and that’s where you 
must start again with the treatment. And never let one single day pass without going 
through the appropriate steps if you feel even the slightest dip in consciousness. 

3. What if I don’t know what to put at the top of my desire list? I have so many 
priorities? 

Answer: You’ll quickly learn how to be so efficient with the manifestation process 
that you’ll literally be looking for new choices to add to your list. But start with what 
you consider to be your major heart’s desire. In many cases, people have told me that 
when they came to the choosing stage, and began to write their choices on the tablet 
in their minds, “Something” within would erase one goal and substitute another. 

4. Should the manifestation process replace my regular meditation time? 

Answer: No. Through daily meditations, you will make your spiritual treatments so 
much more effective. 

5. What if I can’t clearly see the fulfillment of my desires during the visualization 
stage? 

Answer: First examine to see if your choices are clear and readily adaptable to the 
imaging process. Many people cannot “see” fulfillment because their choices are too 
vague. Next, practice the visualization step just as you would practice anything else 
to develop proficiency. Start by focusing on a picture or outside scene---then close 
your eyes and duplicate that image in your mind. The more you work with this soul 
faculty, the clearer your images will be---and the greater the clarity, the greater the 
power in the manifestation. 

6. What is the “normal” time-frame for the manifestation? When can I expect my 
good to appear? 

Answer:  A large number of demonstrations occur within a period of 21 days. 
However, some are immediate, closely following the spiritual treatment. So much is 
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dependent on the strength of your desires, and to what extent your faith faculty has 
been awakened. I also feel that the clarity of your visions has a lot to do with the 
timing. Clear and sharp mental pictures, viewed with great interest and love, will 
definitely speed up the manifestation process. 

 


